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Thomas Nom~nated To Supreme Court 
This week President Bush 
nominated Clarence Thomas, 
43, a conservative Republican 
and African American to 
replace liberal Supreme Court 
Justice Thurgood Marshall, 
83, the first and only Black to 
serve on the Supreme Court. 
Marshall announced his 
retirement last week. 
Inland Empire residents 
had mixed feelings and reser-
vations. They both reject and 
' supported Thomas as the 
President's nominee. 
Eunice Williamson, 
.President of the Riverside 
:NAACP said she wanted to 
review his voting record. "I'll 
reserve my comments until I 
return from the powerhouse 
NAACP convention" she 
said. The convention will be 
held next week in Houston, 
Texas. 
John Dukes, a Republican, 
and successful businessman 
identifies with Thomas, 
because he also is a "poor 
boy from Georgia". Dukes 
said he met Thomas at a big 
Republican event in 
Washington DC about 10 
years ago. He was self reliani 
then, said Dukes. He added 
one might not agree with his 
(Thomas) stands but he came 
by them honestly. It was a 
pretty gutsy appointment on 
Bush's part." 
Dr. Barnett Grier, a retired, 
businessman_, teacher, founder 
and President of the Riverside 
Habitat for Humanity, admit-
ted he was confused by the 
appointment. He wants to 
hold his comments for later 
because he has a mixture of 
feelings he must think 
through. 
Carl Dameron, a corporate 
communications specialist, 
calls Bush a "brilliant tacti-
cian." "his choice of Thomas 
makes it hard for Blacks and the San Bernardino NAACP 
Whites to oppose the nomina- -disagrees with those who 
tion. It is hard for Blacks to feel we must accept the 
oppose another Black and Thomas nomination. "He 
equally tough for bigoted calls it a slap in the face to 
conservatives to oppose a all Blacks who believed in 
died in the wool conservative. Thurgood Marshall, 
If he is accepted or rejected, "because Thurgood Marshall 
the President is a winner." represented the cause for ,the 
Dameron said, Overall Black man and Clarence 
Thomas will be good for Thomas represents·the cause 
Blacks. He predicts once of the White .man." 
he is in chambers, the Duke offers caution to 
weight of the office will Blacks, "as Black folks we 
force him to up hold the · _can't cut him up." 
letter and spirit of t~e - "To many he is the ultimate 
Constitution." , ,. success story, what America 
Willie Clark, President of is made of." said Dukes. 
Clarence Thomas 
/Clarence Muse Approved For Hollywood Star 
. Clarence Muse, actor and res-
: ident of Perris before his death 
in 1979 will receive one of the 
Jast of approximately 600 stars 
:left in Hollywood on the famous 
Walk of Fame. Twenty-two oth-
ers were selected in this year's 
round. 
Muse appeared in the first 
talking movie and some 218 
others. He was known as an 
activist in the Perris community 
and is remembered every year 
with a arts fair given in his 
name. He and his wife Ena 
began the Perris Art's Festival. 
Muse held a _degree in Law, 
was a producer, writer.director 
as well as a actor and was 90 
years old when he died. 
The star was requested by the 
Penis Valley Arts and Activities 
Comminee, and led by its exec-
utive director Vimiecia Green-
Jordan, Mr. George Green, 
friend of Muse and President of 
the Committee and five other 
committee members including a 
relative of Muse. Many procla-
mations were passed by the 
cities, county and state represen-
tatives in the area and the sup-
pon was outstanding said Ms. 
Green, who was ecstatic about 
the news. This was the second 
attempt to nominate Muse. 
5,000 American LegionairesJnvade 
Riverside Convention Center 
attended the Legion's 73rd 
Annual' Convention, according 
to Robert Castillo, general chair-
man of the event. 
Muse and 22 others were chosen 
out of 200 applications by the 
five member Walk of Fame 
Committee. Others included 
were, Frankie Avalon, Louis 
Gossett, Jr., Tom Hanks, George 
Kennedy, Dean Stockwell, 
Bruce Lee (posthumous), 
Debbie Allen, Peter Falk, Jester 
Hairston, Mary Tyler Moore, 
Nichelle Nichols, James Olmos, 
Tex Beneke, Chicago, Dizzy 
Gillespie, Donna Summer and 
Jimi Hendricks (posthumous), 
Brock Peters, John Raitt, Jim 
Healy and Bill Keene. 
"I am delighted to welcome 
this coming years new 
Hollywood Walk of Fame selec-
tions," said Johnny Grant, 
Chainnan o{ the committee. "I 
am thrilled with the 22 who 
were chosen as they represent an 
excellent cross section of 
Hollywood's brightest stars, rep-
resenting our classic as well as 
contemporary performers." 
To date, 1,935 stars have been 
dedicated with 575 remaining. 
\ 
The task ahead of the Perris 
Arts Committee now will begin 
soliciting funds for the $4800 
fee for the star. They are 
requesting pledges from the 
community, entertainers, or any-
one else. Any amount is accept-
able however, benchmarks have 
been established, $35, $50, 
$100, $200, $500 or greater is 
requested by the committee. 
Make checks payable to the 
Perris Valley 
,Arts and Activities 
Committee, 22615 DePrad, 
Perris, CA 92370. 
The committee is plan-
ning a star studded review 
near Muse's October 7 
birth date. The star will 
be dedicated in tbe spring 
of 1992. 
RIVERSIDE, CA - What has 
been described as the largest 
convention in Riverside's histo-
ry came to town June 23 as the 
American Legion Department of 
California convened at the 
Riverside Convention Center at 
Raincross Square for a week-
long assembly. Close to 5,000 
delegates and family members 
"This marks the first time that 
Riverside has had the facilities 
to host a meeting of this size," 
Castillo said, "and we couldn't 
be happier. We were awarded 
the convention five years ago, 
and banked on the Sherafon 
Riverside to meet our commit-
tee's headquarters housing 
needs. The facilities at the adja-
cent Riverside Convention 
Center were just right to accom-
modate our sessions under one 
roof,. We' re already planning to 
make a pitch to bring the 1995 
convention back to Riverside. 
. -
Deloris T. Hollinger Retires 
God's Trying To Tell You On June 15th, 1991 at the 
Something, the historic play Clarion Hotel in Ontario , 
that has Its roots In California, a retirement dinner-
Anchorage, Alaska returns party was attended by co-work-
to the Inland Empire for ers and " well-wishers" of 
three performances - July Deloris T. Hollinger who retired 
'12th,'13th, and 14th at 
Sturges Audltorum , 780 N. f om corporate telephone ser-
"E" Street In San Bernardino. v ce after working 27 years with 
This Is a must see event. acific Bell Telephone 
Good for everyone. It will ompany. 
..-.l!l. make you laugh and It will Reverend Ralph Butler, 
.,,,,,,,-- make you cry. Delilah 
Williams (center) ts the Associate Pastor of Paradise 
writer/producer and says r Baptist Church of Los Angeles 
audiences In the area sold (also the Principal of Gardena 
out last year's performance. California High School) invoked 
(L to A} Eunice Williamson, t:od 's continuous blessings 
President Riverside NAACP, . 
Delilah Willaims Producer, pon the occasion. Accolades 
Valley event. 
and actor Hal Williams. Mr. / f praise and best wishes for 
WIiiiams and Ms. Williamson Deloris were repeated by the 
were Impressed with D. following speakers: Yolanda 
WIiiiams excerpt at a More~o 
Speaker Brown Testifies O ens us 
. SACRAMENTO 
Assembly Speaker Willie L. 
Brown, Ji:., (D-San Francisco), 
released new testimony today 
urging the Secretary of 
Commerce to adjust the 1990 
, . , :;i::t;,:ill 
Issues & Opinions ;;:~~:A-2 \ 
·,tl9"-.Y:~&.,~;:1;:]~~~};~\~ ~~i:3,:(~ 
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~~i~{ff!!J 
Charles,Leadbetter ;t~;:A".'8 "i 
· ..Comniunlty •····~,·:,:.::~:;~e-, i)!. 
Entertainment .. ~ .... :u: .. e-2 . 
J 
Willie Brown, Speaker 
census to correct for a signifi-
cant undercount of the U.S. 
population. The Speaker's tes-
timony was given in the wake 
of the Census Bureau's deci-
sion to reopen public comment 
on the undercount issue after 
new figures were released 
indicating that more than five 
million people were over-
looked in the original April 
'I 
f 
1990 census count. These esti-
mates were based on addition-
al data gathered from the 
Bureau's post-enumeration 
survey (PES) and demograph-
ic analysis. In his testimony, 
Speaker Brown pointed out 
that California is "the most 
dramatically undercounted of 
all states. Of those missed 
throughout the nation, more 
than a million - or one in 
five - are Californians. The 
impact is "particularly harsh 
for members of minority 
groups and the urban poor," 
said the Speaker, who added 
that "the decision to adjust the 
census will mean many bil-
lions of federal dollars and at 
least one additional seat in the 
House of Representatives." 
The Speaker's public com-
ments comes after months of 
effon to force a census adjust-
ment. In April, for example, •·:, 
he personally delivered a 
Freedom of Information Act 
request for undercount data to 
the Census Bureau, which 
1fleased the relevant informa-
tion just a week later. He later 
joined otber Democratic 
Assembly members in passing 
i/ resolution demanding a cen-
sus adjustment, and has since 
publicly urged Gov. Pete 
Wilson to do the same. He has 
vowed to continue putting 
!ressure on the Secretary of ommerce until an adjustment s finally made. As the 
Speaker pointed out in his tes-
timony, "The people who were 
not counted are not dry statis-
tics; they are living, breathing 
human beings who have press-
ing needs that must be met. 
Wilson, Larrie Lee, Mike Hocutt 
Laura Collins and Lynn Sullins. 
The Mistress of Ceremony was 
Ann Morschl , External Affairs 
Manager at Pac-Bell. 
Deloris immediately began a 
new career as Associate Director 
of Bed-n-Breakfast of CROSS 
CREEK RANCH ( A division of 
IPATA ( International Pan 
American Travel Association)) 
located at 1601 Gamble, 




Alfred A. McCandless, R-Calif., 
was honored by the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce today 
for voting consistently to sup-
port American business during 
1990. Rep. McCandless was 
presented the Spirit of 
Enterprise Award for compiling 
a pro-business voting record of 
70 percent or higher based upon 
key votes cast on business issues 
in the second sessior of the 
101st Congress. C.J. "Pete" 
Silas, chairman of the U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce and 
chairman and chief executive 
officer of Phillips Petroleum 
Co., said, "The U.S. Chamber 
congratulates those many mem-
bers of Congress honored today 
for supporting those policies our 
country needs to ensure a 
healthy economy that can pro-
vide good jobs for all 
Americans. "We must continue 
to worlc to sttengthen the private 
enterprise base of our economy 
to assure that we can become 
more competitive in the world 
marketplace," he continued. 
Chamber President Richard L. 
Lesher said, "By backing legis-
lation that supports our free 
enterprise system, Rep. 
McCandless has helped to foster 
an environment which allows 
bus"inesses large and small to 
rosper, providing a better stan-
dard of living for all 
Americans." Key business 
issues addressed last year in 
Congress included a major over-
haul of clean-air laws, increased 
visas for job-related immigra-
tion and a budget measure that 
imposed higher federal taxes. 
Congress also debated proposals 
that would have forced employ-
ers to use quotas in hiring and 
promotion and to provide family 
and medical leave benefits. Also 
on the agenda was establishment 
of a line-item veto, a reduced 
Social Security payroll tax rate 
and a constitutional amendment 
requiring a balanced budget. 
The Spirit of Enterprise award 
shows the Chamber's apprecia-
tion of those legislators who 
have worked to support the 
American economy and identi-
fies them as supporters of fre'e 
enterprise. 
Issue$ & Opinions 
The Black Voice News PageA-2 ' . Thursday, July 41 1991 · 
Feel Good About NAACP's 'New Direction· 
The NAACP will spend $10 
million this July in Houston. 
Altogether, 350 Black organiza-
tions will spend S16 billion to 
hold annual meetings in White 
facilities nationwide. The May 
issue of Crisis magazine, pub-
lished by the NAACP (4805 Mt. 
Hope Drive, Baltimore. MD 
21215). spends three pages on 
the proposal I made last August 
at the Summit Conference of 
Black organizations. I proposed 
that the 350 organizations take 
one of their convention years 
and plan the cancellation of a 
future convention. collectively 
diverting 3 billion to fund the 
rebuilding of our community 
and to the purchase of major 
hotels. Presently, Blacks do not 
own one major hotel in the 
• entire country. I admitted that it 
would take more time for some 
groups to do this, but now, the 
1991 conventions. would be a 
good time to start the dialogue 
and, perhaps, debate the feasibil-
ity of such a plan. The NAACP 
leadership has been very recep-
tive to the idea. but cautioning 
that there are realities that must 
be faced, such as multiple-year 
contracts. But the NAACP has 
done something else. something 
that many of its critics lack the 
insight to do. It has placed eco-
nomic development on the front 
burner with civil rights. Witness 
the May issue of Crisis maga-
zine: "Self-Help The Key to 
Black Ownership in the Hotel 
Industry" by Solomon Herbert 
and "The Future of Mom and 
Pop Businesses in the Black 
Community" by Randal Brock. 
Black-owned retail firms 
declined as the percentage of all 
Black businesses increased. One 
obvious reason is that Blacks 
Letters To The Editor 
Dear Friend: 
On behalf of the American 
Diabetes · Association, 
California • Affiliate, Inc. 
(ADACA) and the Inland 
Empire Chapter I would like to 
thank you for providing cover-
age of our events, activities and 
infonnation about diabetes. 
An estimated 14 million 
Americans have diabetes, mak-
ing it a leading cause of death 
in the United States. The 
Mission of the American 
Diabetes Association is to pre-
vent and cure diabetes and 
improve the lives of all affected 
by the disease. By providing us 
with media coverage and a way 
to · reach out into the communi-
ty; you have assisted us with 
our Mission. 
as Microbiology or advanced 
Algebra for instance," said 
Charles P. Donovan, SBVC 
Librarian and former Faculty 
Senate president. "It is the idea 
of the modular system when a 
student can concentrate on just 
one subject alone." Summer is a 
time for serious accomplish-
ment when our (SBVC) library 
and learning c~nter is in full 
swing. 
My own study is in Physical 
Science this summer at Valley 
College and my ardent hope is 
that I might add to the solution 
of social problems rather than 
being part of the problem. A 
message on display at SBVC's 
North Hall says "there are three 
Kinds of People: Those who 
make things happen, Those who 
Watch things happen, and 
Those who wonder what hap-
pened." 
· Once again, thank you for 
your continued support of our 
Association. William Anton, superinten-
dent of the Los Angeles Unified 
School District in speaking to 
the 1991 SBVC graduating 
M.D. , class said,''It's possible in 
:Sincerely, 
,:. 
; '/· . 
... Robert Bonner, 
Prtsident 1990-91 America for all to succeed. It 
takes hard work • but above all, 
·'- . confidence in one's ability, no 
j:Dear,Editor, matter what the cultural back-
?i/:1\;< ;t '·· ·. . · ·,. ·· . ground or socio-economic sta-
.. ,i ,q'be ,San Bernardino-Rialto- • " tus. Each of you and yours are 
C~iton-~area is fortunate in hav- capable of accomplishments." 
ing ,the San Bernardino Valley SBVC is our community col-
(~ollege ,< facility. Summer .\lege directed by a first rate col-
;-.sern~s~er is now in session and · lege president and I heartily 
iprov1dmg educational/ technical ec encourage residents of the 
,. in,struction for hundreds of our · , INLAND EMPIRE to become 
' community residents. These acquainted with all that SBVC 
"services accrue.to the good and and · the San Bernardino 
tbett~rm.ent of ~ur San <;Community .College District 
rBemardmo Community College .has to offer both now and for 
10istrict: · ·the coming years ahead. 
1 
· ·:sl!.mmer is when many stu- . :congratulations, 1991 SBVC, 
i~ent~ choose to concentrate on Grads' We're proud of you .' 
,:nore difficult core classes such ~. Sincerely, James Melvin 
~11.o Bta• VQICI lews; 
• Th• :Inland Emalrw •- In Blaela anc1.:· ·,:11M 
Established in January of 1973 
The Black Voice Newspaper Is a weekly published on Thursday by Hardy 
Ji;own and Associates, P.O. Box 1581, Riverside, California 92502. We may be 
reached In Riverside at (714) 682•6070 and In San Bernardino al (714) 889.0506. 
1 The Black Voice News sells for S°' per copy. Subscription rate Is $30 per year. 
~!'l of state subscription Is $35 per year. 
:-Adjudicated, a legal newspaper of general drculatlon on July 8, 1974, case 
n~ber 108890 by the Superior Court of Riverside County. 
~The objective of The Black Voice Newspaper Is to communicate Information to 
••~ members or The Inland Empire. 
Tony Brown 
spend less and less with each 
other each year. now down to 
6.6%. In an insightful analysis. 
Brock points out a universal 
complaint by Blacks; they often 
don't know where to find Black-
owned firms. "Many don 't sup-
port the local Black-owned 
printer.construction company or 
marketing firm simply because 
Bennett former Student Trustee 
SBVC board 
RACE AND THE JUS-
TICE SYSTEM 
by John E. Jacob 
A blue-ribbon commission 
appointed by the Chief Judge of 
New York''s state courts just 
concluded a three-year study of 
the court system, publishing a 
massive five-volume, 2,000 
page report. 
Its conclusion: "There are 
two justice systems at work in 
the courts of New York State, 
one of whites and a very differ-
ent one for minorities and the 
poor." 
That's a disturbing finding, 
but not one that should sqrprise 
anyol,')e. After all, the report wa~ 
released on the heel of ~ 
Supreme Court decision that 
barred race-based challenges to 
jurors in civil cases, something 
long banned as unconstitutional 
in criminal cases. 
That widespread practice 
deprived many blacks of their 
ri,ghts to jury service and ea.ual 
justice. And the New York 
finding should not be read as 
narrowly referring just to one 
state's criminal justice system, 
because similar commissions in 
the other 49 states and the 
District of Columbia would 
come to the same conclusion. 
In fact, at least eleven other 
states have such commissions at 
work studying their own states' 
justice systems. 
So in the coming months 
we're likely to get a drumfire of 
reports from across the nation 
detailing racially-biased two-
tier justice systems. the New 
York commission fully docu-
ments a system shot through 
with racial inequities, from top 
to bottom. 
Among the finding: . 
"Only 93 minority judges 
among the I, 129 in the state 
court system. 
"Rotting building conditions 
in courts t.hat mainly serve 
minorities, such as the Family, 
Criminal, and Housing Courts. 
"Widespread racial stereo-
typing and harassment affecting 
minorities and minority • 
lawyers. · 
"Minorities far less likely to ·· 
be represented by attorneys, to Stories published In the Black Voice News do not ne(eSSarily reflect the policies 
nor'lhe opinions otthe publishers. 
~The Black Voice news Is A audited by the Consumers Paper Verlncatlon 
Service. We have over 35,000 readers per week 
· serve on juries, or the receive 
favorable action. 
\, 
The Black Voice news Is also a member or the West Coast Black Publishers 
Association ( WCBPA) and the National Newspaper Publishers Association 
(NNPA). 
~ We reserve the right to edit or rewrite all stories submitted for publication, 
STAFF 
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And in a key passage, 'the 
commission stated: ·· 
"Many minorities in our 
· courts receive "basement jus-
tice" in every sense of the 
phrase from where their courts 
are located .:. to the assembly .. 
line' way in which .their cases ;. 
are decided. • Similarly, many ;' 
minorities who work in the 
courts or in the legal profession ·•~ 
are relegated to the bottom 
tiers.','. ·· · 
If the word "justice" is to 
have any meaning at all, such ' 
conditions must be changed 
; 
they have no knowledge that 
these businesses exist." Brock 
wrote. "Who's to blame?" he 
asked. The business or the con-
s um er? Poor marketing by 
Black-owned firms is my 
answer. However. the spate of 
local Black Pages across the 
country is a good beginning 
response to that problem. On 
September 25, I'm adding the 
Buy Freedom 900 Network, an 
electronic shopping mall, that 
will allow anyone in the U.S. to 
call a "900" number on a touch-
tone phone and find discounts 
from businesses nationwide. 
After an interview with Lloyd 
Strayhorn on WLIB in New 
York. over 200 businesses in 
New York called for information 
to become subscribers (212/575-
0876). The only businesses eli-
gible are those that create jobs 
and enrich our community. One 
immediately. 
The commission made 76 
recommendations, ranging from 
cross-cultural sensitivity train-
ing for judges and court work-
ers to minority tutorial pro-
grams designed to increase the 
number of minority lawyers. 
The commission is to be 
commended for taking such a 
hard, clear-eyed look at the 
reality of a justice system that 
humiliates people and treats 
MUST 
early subscriber to our 900 
Network is a Black tailor. One 
bargain he is going to offer to 
callers is a 100- cotton dress 
shirt with French cuffs (a S54 
value) selling for the Buy 
Freedom Price of Sl8.50. That's 
a discount of 70-. Of course. 
you have to wait until 
September 25th. 
Equally as important, the 
profits from the calls to these 
businesses will be used to pro-
vide loans to start and expand 
small firms in the local areas in 
which the calls originate. By 
recycling money from caller to 
business self-employment for a 
needy member of our communi-
ty, we hope to create 50,000 new 
businesses and 50,000 fewer 
welfare recipients and depen-
dent middle-class Blacks . 
" Nationwide, the country's 
400,000 Jarnaican's have a self-
them unfairly. 
Just as it would be a mistake 
for anyone to think the problem 
is confined to one state, it 
would be a mistake to think it's 
confined to the justice system. 
The courts reflect racial atti-
tudes that pervade the total 
society, and while we have 
made huge strides toward 
reducing discrimination and 
prejudice, there 's an awfully 
long way to go. 
LIQUIDATE 




employment rate of 21 per thou-
sand people, against 15 per,' 
thousand for Blacks overall.'" 
Crisis explains in a story by 
David Hatchett called "Wh,\t 
Are The Secrets of the West 
Indian Success Story?" Ou't . 
brothers and sisters from the 
Caribbean are pioneers in the 
area of self-employment. Crisis : 
gives some excellent insights a~ . 
to why. In doing so, Crisis also · 
gives us an excellent reason tq· · 
feel good about the new direc-
tion of the NAACP. 
TONY BROWN'S JOUR ._ 
NAL TV series can be seen in 
Los Angeles on Sunday.,. 
Channel 28 at IO A. M. 
Our Deadline Is 
Friday At 5 p.m. 
Myths about a "color-blind . 
society" don't reflect the reality : 
faced by minorities in all aspect •41 
of life. 
In our pluralistic society, it's : 
necessary for all institutions -
private and public - to emulate 
the self-examination of some 
state court systems to determine • 
the extent to which they too 
practice two-tier behavior , with .. 
one level for whites and anoth- ~~ 
er, lesser one for minorities. 
Save up to 10% of approximate $1,000 value. 
\ 
Only $175.00 per person 
Must Call Now! 
(305)932-9623 
Representatives are standing by. 
Monday-Friday 
10:0Q a.m. to 10:.00 p.m., E.S.T. 
Some restrictions do apply. 
·' 
Married? Congratulations!! 
Why fool around with an ordinary video? 
PUT YOUR WEDDING ON TELEVISION!! 
And Tell The World How Much You Love Each Other 
A Professional television crew takes th e difference in your wedding video! 
Over 15 years experiences As low as $190.00. For details, call 
PM PRODUCTIONS 
(714) 275-0223 ( 2 13) 938 - 6800 
·'--· 
Li estyles 
The Black Voice News PageA-3 · Thursday, July 4. 1991 · 
Kaiser Awards $25,000 Grant to The Tomas Rivera Center 
FONTANA-Kaiser 
Permanente recently presented a 
$25 ,000 Community Service 
Grant to the Tomas Rivera 
Center in Claremont. The grant 
will support the Center's 
research activities in its role in 
advancing the educational and 
socioeconomic well being of the 
Latino community . 
The Tomas Rivera Center is 
an institute for policy studies on 
Hispanic issues dedicated to 
improving the productivity and 
quality of life of the nation's 
Hispanic population. The poli-
cies studied by the Center 
include social policy issues, 
such as, immigration, language, 
ByErnest C.Levlster, Jr., 
M.D., F.A.C.P. 
oTlr~e'rrfM Side 
All eyes are on Kuwait as the 
oil wells bum, pollute the air 
and screen out the sun. The 
dumping of oil into the Persian 
Gulf has affected the fish, 
endangered wildlife in the area, 
disrupted the food chain and 
will leave its mark on the local 
environment for generations to 
come. These acts have been per-
petrated by Sadam Hussein and 
the 90's has come to represent 
all that is bad and evil. The Gulf 
literacy, and technology. "Our 
programs connect those persons 
who produce knowledge and 
information with those who use 
it to mold policy and to develop 
programs," said Arturo Madrid, 
President of the Tomas Rivera 
Center. "With the help of Kaiser 
Permanente, we can further our 
mission to promote discussion 
of the vital issues and challenges 
facing Latinos. 
We are particularly interested 
in the well-being of our most 
vulnerable citizens and the pro-
ductivity of the entire Latino 
population . " The work of the 
Tomas Rivera Center is carried 
out by The Accreditation 
is a distance from this country 
but many of us are aware of 
what is occurring there. What 
about the environmental disas-
ters that are perpetrated in our 
own back yard? Our local com-
m unities and environment is a 
reciprocate of plant emissions 
into the air, oil and water. Toxic 
dumps, factories, oil refineries 
and chemical plants are in the 
back yards of the poor and 
minorities across our land.~ 
These pollution spreading plants 
that spill out injurious sub-
stances into our environment 
have, in the past and in the 
forseeable future, been targeted 
for the neighborhoods of the 
poor and disadvantaged. Blacks 
and other disadvantaged 
Americans rarely cry out when 
these facilities are placed in 
their bedrooms. They do not rise 
up and demand that the smoke 
from the stack- be scrubbed of 
Council for Graduate Medical 
Education (ACGME), a national 
organization, approved the med-
ical center for a program 
designed to accommodate 18 
resident physicians. 
According to Dr. Morgan, the 
program will begin with six resi-
dents and build to 18 over a 
three-year period. 
"Our program is designed to 
expose residents to virtually 
~very speciality in our medical 
center, and they will practice 
medicine in both the inpatient 
and outpatient settings," said Dr. 
Morgan. "We will have the 
opportunity to recruit highly 
qualified residents who will 
injurious chemicals but accept 
the pollutants as a matter of fate. 
One does not see these facil-
ities located in the more afflu-
ent side of town. Their stench 
is contained on the other side 
of the tracks. The solution is 
involvement. The solution is in 
education. Demand that the 
factories reduce noise and envi-
ronmental pollutants. Demand 
that they control their waste 
and not allow it to ruin the 
earth for generations to come. 
Don't allow dump sites to be 
built in your back yard. 
Involvement is becoming edu-
cated, organized, represented 
eventually leading to action. 
Involvement is being present at 
zoning hearing~, planning 
hearings, environmental hear-
ings, city council meetings, etc. 
Protect the earth for our chil-
dren and our children's chil-
dren. 
Pictured (left to right) at the recent Robert Wilson Kitchen Award Luncheon to benefit the 
AmericaA Cancer Society are Cyril Poindexter, executive director, Bronx and Harlem Units of 
the American Cancer Society, Dr. Louis Sullivan, U.S. Secretary of Human Services, who 
received the award and Henry H. Brown, vice president, marketing development and affairs, 
Anheuser-Busch, Inc. who received the Mel Patrick Award. 
The late Robert Wilson Kitchen was a member of the United States diplomatic corps and the 
late Melvin Patrick was an outstanding civic leader and businessman in the Harlem 
community. 
Brown Pushes To Bring Federal Buildings 
In a continuing effort to bring 
federal facilities and a broader 
range of federal services inland, 
Rep. George E. Brown, Jr. (D-
Ri verside, San Bernardino, 
Ontario), today met with mem-
bers of the General Services 
Administration (GSA), the fed-
eral agency which manages 
government buildings and prop-
erty. During the session, Brown 
pointed to the Inland Empire's 
skyrocketing population as clear 
ev idence of the need for 
increased federal services in 
Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties. 
"The time has come for fed-
eral courts, a federal building, 
and the full range of federal ser: 
vices in our area," Brown told 
the GSA representatives. 
"The population in Southern 
California once centered along 
the coast,". said Brown. 
"Clearly, with 2.6 million peo-
ple living in Riverside and San 
l 
I 
Bernardino Counties. this is no 
longer the case. Furthermore, 
the inland population is expect-
ed to grow even larger, and the 
California Department of 
Finance projects that it will 
almost double in the next 15 
years." 
The GSA has already begun a 
study of the federal govern-
ment's space needs for 
Riverside and San Bernardino 
Counties. This information will 
be completed and submitted to 
Congress after the Central 
Judicial District completes its 
assessment in about eight 
weeks. Brown believes these 
studies will overwhelmingly 
demonstrate the need for 
increased federal services in the 
Inland Empire, and will help 
Congress formulate a plan 
which best serves all portions of 
the area. 
"The federal government has 
been traditionally slow to 
respond to changing population 
demographics, and this case is 
no exception," said Brown. "I 
am extremely encouraged by 
GSA's response to my concerns. 
Today's meeting pointed out 
that we agree that there is a need 
to increase federal services for 
the residents of the Inland 
Empire." 
Brown met with Edwin W. 
Thomas, GSA Regional 
Administrator, and Ken 
Schreiber, a planner with the 
GSA. 
Brown is the Chainnan of the 
House Committee on Science, 
Space, and Technology, and is a 
senior member of the House 
Agriculture Committee. He 
chairs the congressional Office 
of Technology Assessment and 
is a member of the Task Force 
on Crime and Drugs of the 
Democratic Caucus. 
I 
bring with them the latest medi-
cal training and technological 
advances." 
Kaiser Permanente is the 
nation's largest group practice 
HMO. 
Founded in 1945, it is a non-
profit organization and has more 
than 6.3 million voluntarily 
enrolled members in 12 regions. 
The Southern California Region 
serves more than 2.3 million 
members and employs 30,000 
people in 12 service areas and 
10 medical centers from San 
Diego to Bakersfield. The 
Riverside Medical Center pro-
vides health care to 11 5,000 
Health Plan members at its facil-
By Eunice T. WIiiiamson, 
Home Economls1 University of California 
Cooperative Extentison 
QUESTION: Can you give 
me the rational for following 
certain food certain food safe-
ty rules? 
ANSWER: Home 
Economists with USDA's 
Food Safety and Inspection 
Service give us the why's of 
basic safe food handling rules. 
RULE: "Wash hands before 
preparing food .. 
Why: Hands carry amazing 
ity and outlying medical offices. 
researchers based in universities 
throughout the United States. 
Current major initiatives include 
a project on the supply and 
preparation of Latino teachers, a 
program to empower Latino aca-
demics, and a policy research 
project on the economy of the 
Latino community of San 
Antonio. 
"The Tomas Rivera Center is 
playing an important role in 
advancing the educational and 
socioeconomic well-being of 
Latinos in the United States," 
explained Larry Oliver, 
Assistant Medical Group 
Administrator. "Kaiser 
umbers of bacteria. so wash 
hands before food preparation 
and after handling raw meat or 
poultry. Raw meat or poultry 
may also carry bacteria, so it's 
important to clean any utensils or 
surfaces they contact 
RULE: Keep it safe, refriger-
ate. 
WHY: Safe refrigerator temper-
atures of 40 " F prevent most bac-
teria that cause foodporne illness 
from growing. Freezer tempera-
tures of 0° f STOP bacterial 
growth. 
RULE: Don't thaw food on the 
kitchen counter. 
WHY: Thawing proceeds 
from the outside in. so sur-
face bacteria can multiply to 
disease-causing levels before 
food is thawed all the way 
through. 
RULE: Cook raw meat and fish 
to an internal temperature of 
160"F. 
WHY: Hot cooking temper-
atures kill most bacteria found 
Permanente is pleased to be able 
to assist the Tomas Rivera 
Center in its efforts to address . 
the needs and concerns of the: · 
Latino community." Kaiser , 
Permanente Medical Care , 
Program provides comprehen-, 
sive health care to more than 2. 1, . 
million Health Plan members in , 
Southern California and more; , 
than 6.5 million nationwide,; 
including more than 300,000 . 
people in the Inland Area at the ~ 
Fontana med ical center and at • 
outpatient offices in Claremont;: 
Colton, Loma Linda, Montclair,'_. 
Ontario, Rancho Cucamonga~. ' 
and San Bernardino. ·• 
• .~ 
.~ 
in raw food. Heat weakens.\ 
the bacterial cell membrane,. ~ 
causing the contents to leak;-. 
out. Continued heat destroys,· 
cell protein and other vital,· 
structures. ;, 
RULE: Promptly refrigerate or :, 
freeze leftovers. 
WHY: It's ea~ier to keep bacte-
ria from multiplying in cooked 
food in the refrigerator if you 
divide it into small containers. In 
several containers, more refriger-
ated air circulates around the • 
food, enabling cold temperatures·-. 
to reach the center so bacteria.-
can't easily grow there. 
RULE: Never leave perishable: 
food out more than 2 hours ·, 
WHY: When foodborne bac-
teria have nutrients, moisture ' 
and warmth, they can double, . 
in number every 20 minutes / 
If you eat food with high_. 
numbers of bacteria, you can. 
get sick . Normally, in les s-
' ' than 2 hours bacteria don 't1 ... 
reach dangerous levels. 
Happy Birthday America 
The best tires 
At the best price 
& the best service 
Guaranteecr 
James White, President 
The best prices on the 
best tires with the best ser-
vice guaranteed ? Its all at 
my Goodyear Certified Auto 
Service Centers. 
We will beat anyone's 
price on Goodyear tires and 
our Certified Mechanics will 
have your car ready at the 
time promised or you next 
lube, filter and oil change· is 
free . 
So the next time your 
car needs tires service or 
repair - Come see us. 
Goodyear Certified Auto Service Centers Inland Empire Tire, Inc 
r-----------------,r-----------------, I 69 Service includes: I I 15 Offer includes: I 
I $ 95 . RReplacke f_a_dsl and shoes drl I I I $ .88 • Drain oU & raplace up to 5 qts/30wt. I • epac .... r ngs on non ve ax H . 
I R rf aid _, t I I • FREE• 12 pt. vehicle Inspection I • esu ac • rum..,ro ors • FREE. 4 tire rotation I • Inspect cahpers, Wheal Cylinders & I f , Install new tilter I 
I per axel hydraulics I I --_.,,.,_, , Lubricate chanis I 
Brake Special • Adjus1 and road teat .J I Lube 011 & FIiter .J 
~----------------- ~-----------------
· 2 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU COME SEE US TODAY ·, ··· ·. 
. -: " 
3553 Merrill Ave 
Riverside CA 92506 
1-800-69-TIRE1 
ASK ABOUT OUR 
NATIONWIDE 
SEVICE WARRANTY 
5520 Van Buren Blvd 
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Roberti Pledges Fight For Black Businesses 
-~ H0LLYW00D--Senator 
~bavid Roberti reiterated to a 
' preakfast gathering of Black 
1 
b_usiness owners from through-
: but Los Angeles his commit-
~ lnent to continuing to fight for 
l bpportunities for Black busi-
~ hesses to contract with the state 
~ and other public agencies. 
• 
1 He announced the introduc-
:Hion of Senate Bill 718 which 
·~ ~ ould require a detailed study 
bf precisely how well state gov-
~mment is providing contracting 
J>pportunities for women and 
· Minority businesses, for which 
, he sought suppon. 
~ He also announced that he 
. has asked the state's Auditor 
; General to look into the state's 
) co ntracting with women and 
~minority finns. 
' t Both actions, he said, contin- . 
i ue his quest for a level playing 
t field for African American busi-
foesses, women, and other 
Angeles; Aubrey Provost, owner 
of Palmer Addressing & Mailing 
Company: Barry L. Baszile of 
Baszile Metals; Bill Shearer, 
owner of KGFK Radio; Gene 
McGuire, of Southeast Towing 
& Salvage; and George White, 
of Miracle Market. 
Clark cited Roberti's "com-
mitment to fair contracting and 
his commitment to fairness for 
all" and noted that Roberti "co-
authored the bill that made Dr. 
Martin Luther King, Jr. 's birth-
day a state holiday. 
Roberti also· co-authored 
Assembly Bill 1933, which set 
the 15 percent goal for minority 
contracting with the state (and 5 
percent for women), and is now 
pressing the state to open even 
more doors to minority business 
owners. 
large contractors for no effort at 
all. They simply call a minority 
firm, with inadequate notice and 
infonnation, and ask if they'd 
like to bid on a contract. 
"If we can't make an immedi-
ate bid, or if we simply are not 
able to compete for that con-
tract, the firm can claim that it 
has made a good faith effort. 
T,he fact is, they've make no 
effort at all, and only used their 
contact with a Black or minority 
firm to give the impression that 
an effort was made", Brooks 
said. 
Roberti agreed to undertake a 
review of the "good faith effort" 
regulations. 
. . .. 
~mmonues. -
; That's all the Black commu-
•! nity has ever asked and I'm f committed to continuing to fight 
·• -0 remove the barriers to that 
~opportunity", Roberti told 
$friends and su~porter~ at the 
i breakfast gathenng, which was 
~initiated by Ron Oark, owner of 
\ Printco, one of the largest 
~ A'frican American printing com-
•panies on the West Coast. 
Major General Harry Brooks, 
owner of Western Computer 
Group which has had contracts 
with numerous corporate enter-
prises and government agencies, 
praised Roberti 's commitment to 
minority business ente rprise 
development and urged legisla-
tion or governm ental actions 
which would put "teeth into the 
so-called good faith effort". 
Others sought details on how 
to contract with the state, a com-
mitment to seeking more liberal 
financing programs for new 
minority or women firms, and 
the development of legislation 
which would require the state to 
set aside a specific level of its 
contracting for minority and 
women firms. 
Roberti quickly embraced the 
pursuit of legislation to make 
business financing easi er for 
small and minority firms . He 
al so said he'd look into the 
enactment of measures to estab-
lish small, minority and women 
business contracting "set asides" 
for state contracts, similar to 
those offered in Federal con-
tracting. 
Senator David Roberti, second from the right,discusses minority business 
development with Ron Clark, right. Pictured from far left is Assemblywoman 
Marguerite Archie-Hudson, and second from left is Mel Assagi, chief assistant · 
Roberti dined with about 30 
• entrepreneurs at the Hollywood 
;Roosevelt Hotel in hi s 23rd 
•!Senate District which includes 
• Hollywood, Burbank and West 
;Hollywood. 
: Among those present were 
( . 6-.zekiel Patten, Jr. of Patten 
~Epergy Products; Earl "Skip" 
~Cooper, President of the Black 
' Business Association of Los 
He said the " good fa ith 
effort" required under provisions 
of Assembly Bill 1933, which 
provides for 15 percent minority 
and 5 percent women business 
contracting goals by the s tate, 
was intended to help the state 
make certain that private finns 
with which it had contracts were 
making strong e fforts to sub-
contract with mino rity and 
women firms. 
"But all it's reall y turned out 
to be," he said, "is a convenient 
cover for state agen cies and 
Roberti, who was joined by 
Assembly Member Marguerite 
Archie-Hudson, urged the busi-
ness leaders to write their legis-
lators with their ideas, to pursue 
appointments for their col-
leagues on boards and commis-
s ions, and to make more fre-
quent comments on legislative 
to Senator Roberti. 
proposals. 
" We need your advice, your 
; . , 
!The 4th Of July 
l By Dorena M. Leak 
j 
Every inch of the streets are 
occupied with cars and people 
>:noving about, picturesque of a 
:mountain-top view of city lights 
·that dance and flicker, like the 
~ learning e yes o f an innocent 
:cl)ild. There is a still:1ess that 
~al!>id es the ni ght air, with the 
·exception of a breeze that passes 
~y ever so gently, only noticed 
by the .sound of rustling leaves. 
~It i s a most appropri a te 
~gatherin g place for the 
•anniversary o f our country 's 
'independence -downtown New 
• 
• York. 
i Most of the crowd is lined 
.~ long the shore of the riv e r, 
,while others occupy the 
'avenues, s idewalks, rooftops, 
;;and even peek out the windows 
~of buildin gs and houses that 
:permit a good vi e w. All 
attention is fixe d on the little . 
~sland across the wate r, from 
~ hich the m agic is to come. 
,Im pati ent shuffling and 
};canered laughter fills the ai r as 
• he anti c ipation builds. 
JS udde nly the sky seems 
:!unusually dark, and an instant 
'later it is as though God has 
fi>rinkl ed the entire universe 
,with bright, purple shooting 
l 
s tars. Collages of blue and 
descend upon the water; s ach 
one seems more bre athtaking 
than the last. Then all at once 
vibrant rays of red, white and 
blue soar like rockets be yond 
the clouds, and burs t into a 
magnificent array of color, 
slende ring itself with a 
celebrational roar, that shakes 
the foundation around. As each 
pe rson stand gazing up at the 
grandest of all finales, a feeling 
of unity and freedom fills us all, 
that will never be forgotten. 
The· Economic Network 
~ reen, and red and pink, paint 
:me heaven above; the fireworks 
;h~ve begun. A brilliant, white 
' ight embraces the night , with 
15ounds m uch like crackling 
popcorn during its final stages, 
:)ls diam ond-like snowflakes 
For more infc:>mation,call 




For Chapter 7's & Chapter 13 
. By Paralegal (714)248-7700 
r-------------------------' 
'--
Rainbow International Carpet 
Dyeing & Cleaning Co. 
Carpet Dyeing Whole House 
Special Special 
Any One Room Carpets Cleaned 
$99 5 Rooms and 
Hall Price Includes Cleaning 
Up To 250 Sq. Ft. $99 
9-2120 
guidance, your leadership, and 
your vigilance . And we ne ed 
, -~ r J h • • ) ,; J , • 
.Jr , J I • I' i 





, • I 
each other to win the battles : 
ahead", Roberti said .. 
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The Power Team 
"Just In Time" 
Salon Professionals That Deliver The Styles You Want 
~Y."'.T."'.T."'.T."'.'r. 
~".T."'.T.".T."'.T. Fust Row L to R Second Row L to R I 
'i!.T."'.T.".T."'.T. 1:iJl1f1I. "~ "'Alk, fJw:K. 1:iJl1f1I. C:M.,.,A,.., ehJl1u. 
':t'_T!r."'.T."'.Y."'.T. .,_ -
':t'_T."'.T."'.T."'.T."'.T. Blanche Stylist 682-!B:34 Dorothy Stylist 682-8744 
':t'_T."'.T."'.T."'.T."'.T. Janice Braids 682-8334 Forrest Barber 682-8334 I 
':f'.-r."'.T."'.T."'.T."'.T. Jackie Weaves 682-8334 Sabrina Barber 682-8334 
':f.T."'.T."'.T.".-r."'.-r. Yvonne Stylist 682-8334 Terry Stylist 682-8334 
':f.T."'.T."'.T.".T."'.T. Tracy Stylist 682-8334 Loan Nail Tech 682-8334 
~"'.~"'.~"'.~"'.~'f. If your H11ir is not becoming to you . . . Then you should be coming to us • 
:r. :r. :r. :r. :r: I :r. :r. :r. :r. We offer comple te Beau ty, Barber and N ail Care Service • :r.::r. :r: :r. :r. i 
':f'.T.T.T."'.T."'.T."'.T. ij l'.T.T.T."'.T."'.-r."'.T. 4158 14 th Street, Riverside, C A 682-8334 ~ 
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_(714) 684•0484 M · F 9 :00 to 6 :00 
Sat. 9 · 3 :00 
LEE'S SHOE REPAIRS 
GOLF BAG· LUGGAGE REPAIR 
AND SHOESHINE PARLOR 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr. No.79 
SAM LEE . Hiverside. CA 9250 7 
Tune in to: 
HEART TO HEART 
With Roslyn Turner-Clark MFCC 
Saturdays' 12:00-12:30 p.m on KPRO-1570 a.m. 
featuring Heart to Heart talk on: 
*Parenting *Relationship building 
*Emotional stress •compulsive behavior 
*Marital issues •co-dependency 
*Becoming emotionally healthy in the 90's 
Sponsored by Creative Counseling Ministries 
Ministering God's Hope and Healing to hurting 




If you are Renting ... 
You are buying a house for somebody. 
Why not buy a home for yourself. 
MIKE TEER, BROKER 
Notary Public 
HOUSE OF PRAYER 
SPIRITUAL - READER AND ADVISOR 
Tells past, present, future, home, love 
and finances. She helps al) in need of help. 
, There is no pity for those who don't seek 
help. She will reunite the separated 
and advise in all affairs of life; restores nature. 
Call for appt. 
(714)737-3826 
f)~~'U/"1 
~ £¥ed4#t ~ (t'6ou 
,~1tJ'E~ 
7H-~()~(3«.,u, 




• ';:Jle414 E1hectM 
• 'l~t()B~ 
FF7-6457 
7'4 '-la -/ ,-.- -'-, eMU 14 dr;tiw'1crtt -
UMtt, /J'tuttf<tt '°""" At I -. I ()B e.u - .,._ 
1M '-la--" II/ fl/. e.r,teeit.we ~. 
a.-~a.-()Be-
lSOS 7'wt l71!ll S-., Sue. ()I 
S- ...... ,.w &I 91411 
Bertha's Beauty 
Salon & Boutique 
Bertha's Beauty Salon & Boutique 
$10 off Wave Nouveau &.Lustra Curls 
$5 off Wonder curl & Permanent Relaxers 
MEN - WOMEN - · CHILDREN 
1338 Massachusetts Ave. Riverside 




Specializing in Finger Waving, $25 
! and up, Press and Curl $30, 
: S~ampoo and Blow Dry. 
: Oall Bertha's for your appointment at 
. (714)682-1338. 
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Otis L. Jones 
Attorney at Law 
696 Notth "D" Street Suite 1 
I 
San Bernardino, CA 92401 
(714) 888-5S79 
Marcille's Hair Design 
5922 Magnolia. Rivuside 684-2710 
We Offer: 
Blow styles, precision cuts, press & 
curl 
Curls, Retouches, Cellophanes, 
. , 
Weaves & Braids .... . .! 
Call For An Appointment: 
684-2710 
Ceon Jones & Deborah Weathers 
Mike's Emg. Locksmith Svc. 
5225 Canyon Crest Dr.. Ste. 79. 
Riverside. CA 92507 (In Towne Ctr.) 
(714) 788-6730 (714) 824-2060 
24 Hr. Mobile For All 
Your Locksmith Needs 
Gary & Kim Jordan 
Bond<d 
Sales. Dead Bolts, Lockouts 
Opened or Installed 
St . Lie. No. 525853 
Albert Johnson Jr. 
Attorney At Law 
(714) 683-1777 
4166 Almond Stl'eet 
Riverside, CA 92501 
REDUCE YOUR MONTHLY 
EXPENSES BETWEEN 
30 & 70% 
• Bl-weekly accelerated mortgage program 
Own your own home in 15 - 20 years instead of 30 
• Refinance and consolidate your debts 
Get a tax break and write-off the interest 
• Acquire Inexpensive llfe Insurance 
And double or triple your coverage 
• Save in Mutual Funds & IRA's 
Earn 15 - 25% on your money 
• Create a llvlng trust 
Avoid probate court 
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THESE SAVINGS! 
PREPARE FOR YOUR FAMILY'S FUTURE 
CALL TODAY! 
(714) 887-0410 
- GERALD LITI -
A TOUCH OF CIASS 
8151 Arlington Ste. Y 
Riverside, CA. 92503 
(714)353-1909 . 
or (714)353-1948 
Specials on hair weaves · 
and braids 
Monday thru Thursdays 
Curls ............................ $45.00 
Wet/Sets ........................ 15.00 
Blow/dry & curls ............ 15.00 
Perm/Relaxers .. . ......... ... 25.0 0 
Wave Nouveau ........... ... .. 55.00 
Style Cuts ............. ..... ... . 10.00 
Wrap ........................... . . . 10.00 
Telephone 1714) 881-1683 
<'Otl\;~ <Woman to <Woman 
~ ;fF Obstetrics and Gynecology 
.:).\IO· Medical Group 
&u1 .S,, ... ., ':b.. ... t,, ..«. 2)_ 
Dtplomot• ol Amu1can Bo.vd 
Of Obstetncs and Gynecology 
Offic, Houu 
By Appoin1men1 
Sat & E~ Availllhllt 
!}.,.., ':b... r.1.:K.,.£(,, .M. 2)_ 
Diplomote o1 Am<r1<an Bo.vd 
Of Obslelrics end Gvn,,cology 
249E. H~ 
San Bernardino, CA 92404 
-~• ~E- •--••c-_AL•V•lN•' III HOBBS. I·"'" OWNER : 
M~TEi15 
. . +-~ 
23741 G SUNNYMEAD BLVO. · , 
MORENO VALLEY. CALIFORNIA 92388 . . ·; 
714/242-3414_ 
Fish Skillet 
3483 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside. CA 92506 
Special 
Lunch $1.99 
Shrimp - catfish 
Sole Trout 
(714) 276-0747 
Free Pie With 
Any Purchase 
Bucket of Fish or 
2 Super Diners 
~ . , 
. 










.,,,, .. sa-r,.,.,.fA. 
Attorney at Law 
4166 Almond Street 




Scales of Justice 
Wida 
Raymond E. Rernden 
AttorneJ at Law 
Legal Representation for 
• Family Law 
• Personal Injury 
• Criminal Defense 
• Workers Compensation 
3515 Main Street, S uite 202 
Riveraid.e, California 92501 
(714) 781-0507 
QoeJ. Boutique 
Designer Fashions Below Wholesale Prices 
Petite Tall and Large Sizes 
*Better Brand Names 
Liz Claiborne 











Just to name a few ! 
Main & Carter Business Center 
045 Main St. Suite 102, Riverside, CA 9250 
(714) 781-6681 (714) 788-9667 
Evelyn*Lena"'Yvonne*Dorena ready to serve you! 
Store Hours: Tuesday.Saturday 10:00 AK·S:30 PK 
Thursday, July 4, 1991 · 
~ Are you worried ~ . 
about the Tap water you Drink?~ 
Why pay a $1.00 or more when 
National Safety Associates 
Provides Quality drinking H20 ' 
For only 3¢ a gallon 
(714) 656-2851 I' l ' 
Business Opportunities - Salespeople Needed -. 
Specializing- if! African-American An 
P.O. Box 70163 
Riverside, Calif 
92S13-0163 
By Appointmmt Only 
(714) 686-839& I 
Alicia & Howard Lee ~ 
Din:cto,s-
. 
IT PAYS TO LOOK WELL 
V ISIT 
~ ,' 
, 1535 UNIVERSITY AVE 
( RIVERSIDE, CA 92507 
'. (714) 684-2467 
~-· . .. ' 
.4 
JOSEPH L. HIGGINS, PROP 
Specializing In Black Hair Care 
Appointments & Wallc· lns 
Gogl'11 Beauty Salon · 
l • 
-~ 
139 West Foothill Blvd. Salon ( 714 )875-l 58L 
,Rialto, CA 92376 Home (714) 864•4769, , 
25%0FF 
A Cut Above Hair Salon. 
"With You In Mind" 
5665 Van Buren Blvd, Ste C 
Riverside, CA 92503 
(714)352-9236 
ALL BRAIDS & WEAVING SERVICES 1/2 OF 
ASK FOR: 
MONICA, GENIA, RACHEL 
~ Elgin L. Woodall II 
l • - E,-,cutivc Director 
t l-. '=--~~ 
"Your Fi rst N.ime in Graphic D.:, ign & Services" 
.l24.1 Arlingt11n A\'cnuc Suite .l-l-l 
River.,iJe. CA 9!5116 





··~ . , ' . ·" 
~-:::r-------- ~ . l!BONY-
, CREST SALON 1 
Mickey , 
1 
N A IL TECHNIC IA";', 
--~ . 
',',:,/ Ytita / !f'od, .fn ~ l'ad rt',u <' 
7028 M AGNOLIA AVE. 
(714) 686· 1290 
1:{oom Additions/Custom Homes .. . . . 
Dr. E. Lewis Clark 
Owner 
,., ........c:,~ ' ' i . s:y9:.·. 
LEW IS & CLARK Construction 
Financial Assistance Available 
880 W. RIALTO AVE. 
RIALTO, CA 92376 
BUS. (714) 875-1140 
RES. (714) 820--48-'<l MBE Uc. a & c.33 #443976 I 
WEDGCOR STEEL BUILDINGS SYSTEM DISTIIIBUTOII 
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Citrus Valley Ushers Plan 50th Convention 
The Citrus Valley District 
Ushers met at District President 
Claude L. Giles house Monday 
night to finalize plans for the 
Union Usher Board State of 
California' s 50th Annual 
convention in San Diego, Calif. 
at t.he Red Lion Hotel on July 
• 2.-5. Approximately 15 Citrus 
Valley District ushers will be 
attending this convention where 
Citrus Valley's own Johnnie 
Creighton of Second Baptist 
Church Riverside will be 
presiding as state president. 
Approx. 350 to 500 ushers from 
, ali over the state of California 
will be in attendance. 
Each Citrus Valley District 
p sher attendin_g will have 
,special duties while at the 
convention. Mrs. Novella 
Dickerson of Community Second Baptist Riverside and 
Baptist Church Redlands, District Public Relations Chair., 
attending this convention for and Thelma Walker, New Joy 
the first time will be working Baptist Church Riverside and 
with the credentials committee. District Health Unit Chair will 
Another first time attendees is be working with the nominating 
Mr. Bill Ferguson of Mt. Committee . Mariah Epps, 
Vernon Baptist Church District Treasurer will be 
Riverside, will be working with working with the Youth and 
the School of Ushering in the Junior ushers . Mrs. Mary 
floor demonstration. Ann , Gillespie, who just organized 
Johnson of St. Paul AME ':,an alumni committee here in 
Church, chairperson of the Citrus Valley District on June 
district's scholarship committee 15, 1991 at the monthly School 
will be working with Special of Ushering where Mrs. Ethel 
Registration and the State McGee, State Memorial Chair. 
scholarship committee. Maxine is District Instructor. Mrs. 
Barnett of New Hope Baptist Gillespie will be working with 
Church San Bernardino the State Alumni Committee 
Recording Secretary of the and the William H. Davis 
District will be kept busy as Committee. The Alumni 
State Assist. Recording Committee, made up of Ushers 
Secretary. Gladys Searcy of who have graduated from the 
school of Ushering is 
responsible for planning all of 
the ushering activities at the 
State and National 
Conventions, floo r 
demonstrations, drill teams etc. 
The following li st of 
members will be anending the 
state convention, space will not 
allow for an explanation o f 
each special duty. District 
President Claude Giles and 
Mrs. Giles, State President 
Johnnie Creighton and Mrs. 
Creight on. Mrs. Ethel McGee, 
Mrs . Sinora Harper, M rs . 
Nellum, Ms Hilda Thompson, 
Community Briefs the American Library Association Conference in 
Atlanta, GA. She will address 
the association as a speaker 
on Literacy Outreach, 
high lighting, successful 
programs for the family, the 
elderly and the work place. 
Dr. Freeman will also serve 
as a moderator and a 
delegate to the White House 
Conference on literacy, July 
8-14, in Washington DC. 
Gospel Skate Night to be Changing Ministries at (714) 
Held 882-3277. 
All Inland Empire Residents 
are welcome to participate in 
a Family Gospel Skate Night 
scheduled for July 30 at 6:30 
at the Empire Skating Rink in 
Redlands. The cost is $4.00 
including skates. 
,Advance reservations may 
p e made by contracting the 
'church officials at Life 
S' Ann Freeman To Speak 
In Atlanta/White House 
Conference 
S'Ann Freeman, Ed.D 
S"Ann Freeman, Ed.D, the 
San Bernardino Library 
Literacy Coordinator at 
Feldheym Library is attending 
Rev . .Edward Jenkins Celebrates Fifth Anniversary 
The Bibleway Missionary Baptist Church, 20871 Hunter 
Street, Perris, CA will celebrate the fifth anniversary of their 
beloved pastor, W. Edward Jenkins, Sunday, July 14, 1991 at 
3:00 p.m. The guest speaker will be Rev. L. E. Campbell, 
Joe Baca To Speak at 
NAACP Meeting 
The Rialto/Fontana NAACP 
will hold their regular monthly 
meeting on Monday, Ju ly 
15, 1991, 7:00 p.m .. at Pacific 
First Bank, 201 E. Baseline: 
Rialto. CA. 
The speaker will be Trustee, 
Joe Baca, from ' San 
Bernardino Valley College. 
His topics are, Census, 
Reapportionment and 
Redistricting. 







Teen Summit Tuesday 
Wed Night Prayer 
Wed Night Bible Study 
9:45 AM 
1583 West Union Street 
P.O. Box 7333 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 888-2038 
8:00 AM & 11 :OOAM 
7:00PM 
6:30 PM 
7:00 PM, Raymond W, Turner 
Pastor 
Jesus came. to pay the ultimate God. What an awesome price 
price J ar sin, that is death He had to pay! He experienced 
(Ro~ans 6:2 3) . . Th is de ath what you and I would have had 
penalty/ reached beyond 'physi- •· to experience. '1bank,God after 
calt'death. When Adam and Eve j three days and nights the price 
sirined, physical and spiritual . for sin was paid and , ei;us was 
death lodged into mankind. · resurrected from the dead and 
Jesus is God's remedy for man's ,, brought us eternal,' ,life and 
_;; ;:,. ':(~ill-ill: Iiiilri~W;l, ~~~r:~:::1a~e;;: ~;~~n:~ T ~~; ~t nionship with God our 
or: Reginald Woods i' \t'ourselves: Jesus prophesied of > - If you would like two audio 
DID JESUS ,1:· his deat~ and suffering in hell ,, cassettes of this teaching ask for 
GO TO HELLo/- \ for mankin~: "For as Jonas was ·• #30691 and #31391 and send 
• · · three days and three nights in : .$6.00. ' · 
QUESTION: Dear Dr: .• the' whale 's belly; so shall the .' . ..... Li . 
Woods, I recently h'd a Son.;ofnian' be three days .an~{ If you have . a }qu~stion 
conversation about 'Jesus three n ights in_ the heanof tlie , , . t ha i . you .· . wo_uj d , , like 
going. to hell '. ~ft~'rh,e earth'.f:(Ma~hew '.it 2 :40)/ There . answered, \d' wf(1e: f .. YDr. 
, P,astor Park Avenue Baptist Church, Riverside, CA 
ied / 1 believi{this but , are other '.scriptures that speak} < R egina!d ·. ' WoodS; \\ .. Life 
on't know,4" h ow}to 'of ;J esus ' :';;death in hell: ;:; Changing Ministries, P. ,0. 
scripturally pr* ntit> __ • .,EphesillllS ,( -IO; ;Acts 2:22,:32; :\:;{. Box 9 778, San B e_rr.iardi~o, 
'.Sharon ilr•.,Vi°; . . S an ·. Thekey) o understanding this'])/ CA 92427-9778. <> .·"'··•·· '' < 
\ 
The theme for the program is "God's Provision For His 
People," Jeremiah 3:15. 
The public is invited to come and enjoy a good time in the 
Lord. 
~ ... - ..... 9 - -- - .,; _:, -
Pastor K. Solomon Williams 
Sunday Services 
Methodist 8:00 Morning Worship 
A.tlen Chapel AME 9:30 Sunday School 
14Q09LocustSt. 11 :00 Morning Worship 
{10th and Locust) 5:30 B.T.U. 
Riverside, CA 92501 7:00 Evening Service 
(See ad for services) Nursery Services Provided 
IA,rios Temple CME Canaan Baptist Church 
27;19 11th Street 2900 Adams Street, Suite B-15 
Riyerside, CA 92507 Riverside, CA 92504 
(See ad for services) (714)353-1010 
Baptist Leonard C. Coes, Pastor 
Antioch Missionary Baptist Sunday Bible Study 9:15 a.m. 
7547 Emerald Street Sunday Worship- 11:00a.m. 
Ri,verside, CA 92504 Sunday Training 6:00p.m. 
i.:~nard C. Coes, Pastor Tuesday Church Workers Meeting 
Sttnday Services 7:00p.m. 
'714) 688-7872 Prayer & Bible Study Meetings 
9':tX) Sunday School Wednesday 7:00 p.m. 
11:00 Morning Worship Church Glorious Christian 
iBright Star Missionary Baptist Fellowship 
5306 ODEL 11750 ML Vernon Ave. 
Rubidoux, CA Grand Terrace, CA 92324 




Your · before Jesus,came . Spiritual 
uestion ;conce rning · death-is as ? separa tion from . 
esus going to hell can ,,God''; this is w hy Jesus crted \.;;{.. 
t / e .. answered 'as fol- oiit 'on'i he .cross '.'niY Oodf m y ,. 
il owed : '<'For .God has ma de God, why hast:;lhouforsalcen i 
) esus to be sin for us who knew ] ne?' ' (Matthew 27:4,)}Because / ltw 
no sin, Uiatwe might be made', - jesµs hadtp tak~ 'or~ .. tlle. sin~or tl!ii;I 
i~~tf~~o;~~::~i~,°;~lt~,·;1~~{~~{~!~;;:t~~it;:1 
(714 )423-3035 
E. Orlando Dillon, Sr. Pastor 
Sunday Morning Worship 
10:00 a.m. 
The Powerhouse COGIC 
2843 11th St. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714)684-6923 
Rev. McDowell 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Service - 11:30 a.m. 
Evening Service • 6:30 p.m. 
Bible Study every Tuesday night at 
7:30p.m. 
General service Friday night at 
7:30p.m. 
Friendship Missionary Baptist 
Church 
Pastor Leon Thompson 
Services at Calvary Arrowhead 
Mission Center 
3626 Monroe Street 
Weekly Schedule 
Sunday School - 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship - 11 :00 a.m.~ 
Monday Mission - 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Bible Study - 7:00 p.m. 
Sat Choir Rehearsal - 1 :30 p.m. 
Good News Missionary Baptist 
Bobby Bonds University Ave. 
P.O. Box 55743 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. Johnny D. Harris, Pastor 
(714) 787-8667 
Sunday Services 
9:00 Song Praise Service 
9:30 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
New Vision Foursquare Gospel 
Church 
(Formerly Delman Heights) 
"Heart of Revival Church" 
1890 W. 30th St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 




9:30 a.m. Sunday School 
11:00 a.m. Celebration Service 
Ms.Artomio Harris. Mr. Jack 
Ramsey, Mrs. Mattie O r r, 
M rs .Mariah Epps, and Mrs , 
Shirley F. Gustave, sister of 
Gladys Searcy, who is visiting 
from Louisiana and will be 
attending this convention for 
the 4th time . 
el duo, BeBe & Cece Winans 
are s ure to raise the ro of 
when they perform Friday, 
July 5 at 8:00 and 10:00 p.m. 
in the six Fl,ags Mag ic 
Mountain 3 ,200 seat 
Showcase Theater. The 
ce lebrated duo's latest 
album"Different Lifestyles" 
blends a range of musical 
styles including gospel, pop 
and rhyt hm and blues . 
Admission to the concert is 
an additional $3. Guests at 
the family them'e park can 
experience the· new 
Psyclone, a classic wooden 
roller coaster fashioned after 
New York's legendary Coney 
Island Cyclone. For general 
park information call (81 8) 
367-5965 or(805) 255-41 11 . 
Samantha Burton, daughter 
of Rev. & Mrs. WIiey Burton, 
wlll ce lebrate her 16th 
birthday on Friday. Over 200 
guests w ill be present at her 
coming o ut par t y . 
Samantha's mom, singer 
Nancy WIison, has been 
work ing hard to make the 
event a huge s uccess. 
Yucca Valley Ford will have 
a special presentation • you 
guessed lt .... a car! 
New Life Missionary 
Baptist Church 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
REV. ELIJ AH S. 
SINGLTARY, PASTOR 
SERVICES 
Sunday School 9:30 am . 
Sunday Worship Service 
11:00am 
Sunday - Children's Church 
11:00 am. 
Monday - Choir R ehearsal 
7:00p.m. 
Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Stud y 6:30 p.m . 
1st & 3rd 
Wednesday Mission Meeting 
6:01 p.m. 
Thursday Praye r & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00- 2:00 p.m 
6:30 p.m. Evangelic Service 
Tuesday all day fasting and prayer 
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
Friday 
7:30 p.m. Prayer meeting 
Greater Faith Missionary Baptist 
6021 Liminite Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Riverside H. Bratton, Pastor 
(714) 788-2500 
Sunday 
11:00 Sunday School 
12:30 Worship & Praise Service 
Worship at the Church of 
Your Choice 
Church Directory 
The Black Voice News 
Mt. Calvary Missionary Baptist 




9:45 Sunday School 
10:45 Morning Worship 
5:00B.T.U. 
6:00 Evening Worship 
Rev. O.E. Jones 
Mt. Moriah Baptist 
18991 Marioposa St. 
Riverside, CA 92508 
Rev. James M. Hardy - Pastor 
(714) 780-2240 
Sunday Service 
·9:00 Prayer of Consecration 
9:30 Sunday School 
10:45 Devotion & Worship 
5:30 BYPU (1st) . 
6:00 Evening 
, New Joy Baptist Church 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A. Church 
4491 Kansas Ave. 
Riverside, CA 
(see as for services) 
· Park Avenue Baptist Church 
1910 Pennsylvania Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. Campbell, Pastor 
(714) 684-8782 
, Sunday Service 
9:20 Round Table Prayer 
9:30 Sunday school 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:00 Baptist Training Union 
7:30 Evening Worship 
• Second Baptist Church 
2911 9th Street 
(714) 684-7532 
Sunday Services 
9: 15 Sunday School 
10:15 Devotional Services 
10: 15 Morning Worship 
6:00 Service for Praise 
(Sunday Evening Workshop) 
7:45 Wednesday Bible Study 
St. John Baptist 
2433 10th Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Rev. C. James, Pastor 
(714) 784-0000 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:00 Evening Service 
Church Of God In Christ 
Refreshing Spring Temple 
2883 7th Street 
' Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 784-0860 
Pastor: Rev. F.E. Knight 
Sunday School - 9:20 
Morning Service - 11:15 
Evening Service - 6:30 
Bible Study Wednesday Nights at 
7:30 & activities for the children. 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Kansas Ave. SDA Church 
4491 Kansas Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 682-9810 
Anthony Pascall, Pastor 
Saturday Service 
9:15 - Song Service 
'9:30 - Sabbath School 
; 11 :00 - Church Service 
4:00 - Adventist Youth Services 
Mid-Week Service 
7:00- Wednesday Evening 
.Youth Bible Service 
:7:30 - Friday Evening 
• 
'Mt. Rubidoux SDA Church 
5530 34th Street 
Rubidoux, California 
Mailing Address: 
P.O. Box 1355 
'Riverside, CA 92502 
(714) 686-1580 
Elder James D. Dew, Pastor 
Saturday Services 
9:15 Song Service 
9:30 Sabbath School 
11 :00 Church Service 
5:00 Adventist Youth Service 
Apostolic/Pentecostal 
Riverside Faith Temple 
2355 Pennsylvania Avenue 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Revs. J. & B. Sims, Pastors 
(714) 788-0170 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
6:30 Evening Worship 
Non Denominational 
Riverside Christian Family 
Fellowship 
1385 W. Blaine 
Riverside, CA 92507 
(714) 684-9160 
Arthur J. Forbes, Sr. 
Pastor 
Sunday Service 
Victory Celebration 10:00 a.m. 
San Bernardino 
Methodist 
Allen Chapel AME Church 
8405 Maple 
San Bernardino, CA 92410 
St. Paul AME Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 
San Bernardino, CA 9241 l 
(714) 887-1718 
(see ad for services) 
Baptist 
Bethesda Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1356 N. Mt. Vernon Ave. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Rev. Donald Osborne 
Sunday Service 
9:30 Sunday School 
11:00 Worship Hour 
Macedonia Baptist Church 
2042 N. State St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 887-2138 
Sunday - 9:30 a.m. 
Sunday Worship - 10:45 a.m. 
Wednesday Worship Service 
7:30 p.m. 
Come Over To Ma.cedonia And 
Help Us! - Acts 16:9 
Rev. C.A. Simpson, Pastor 
Mt. Olive Baptist Church 
2110 Ogden St. 
San Bernardino, CA 92405 
(714) 887-4864 
Order of Service 
Sunday School - 10 a.m. 
Morning Worship - 11 a.m. 
WedResday Bible Study/ 
Prayer Meeting - 7 p.m. 
Mt. Rose Mission Baptist 
Church 
1457 N. Mt. Vernon 
Pastor Rev. Clarence E. Harris 
Sunday Service 
Morning Worship 11 :00 
New Hope Baptist, S.B. 
1575 West 17th Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
Dr. LeMar Foster, Pastor 
(714) 887-2526 Church 
Sunday Services 
8:00 Morning Worship 
9:30 Sunday School 
11:00 Morning Worship 
5:30 B.T.U. 
7:00 Evening Service 
Nursery Services Provided 
Baptist 
New Life Missionary Baptist 
Church 
1322 N. Medical Center Dr. 
San Bernardino, CA 
Rev. Elijah S. Singletary, Pastor 
Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 






Tuesday Youth & Adult Bible 
Study 6:30 p.m. 1st & 3rd 
Wednesday Mission Meeting 
6:01 p.m. 
Thursday Prayer & Praise 
Service 7:00 p.m. · 
Radio Broadcast 
On KPRO 1570 AM Dial 
Saturday 1:00-2:00 p.m. 
Temple Missionary Baptist Church 
1583 Union Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92411 
(714) 888-2038 
Sunday School - 9:45 am. 
Morning Services 8 & 11:00 am. 
Evening Service - 7:00 p.m. 
Wed. Night Prayer - 6:30 p.m. 
Wed. Night Bible Study 7:00 p.m. 
Bro. Raymond W.Tumer, Pastor 
Worship At The Church Of Your Choice 
Non Denominational 
Life Changing Ministries 
5395 N. 'F' Street 
San Bernardino, CA 92407 
(714) 381-4885 
(see ad for services) 
Apostolic I Pentecostal 
Lighthouse Full Gospel Church 
3153 N. Macy 
San Bernardino, CA 
(714) 887-1227 / 887-3809 
Rev. Joel Steward 
PageA-7 
Baptist 
Community Baptist Church 
"Come Let Us Reason Together" 
15854 Carter St., Fontana, CA 
, . . 35.0-9646 
Sunday Services 
Sunday School 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. 
B.T.U. 5:00 p.m. 
Prayer and Bible Study Wed. 
7:00p.m. 
' (see ad for services) ,, 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Fontana Juniper Ave. SDA 
7347 Juniper Ave. 
Fontana,Ca 
(714) 822-4349 
Fon~ana I RiaUo 
Methodist 
Bethel AME 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana. CA 92335 
(714) 350-9401 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Valley Fellowship SDA 
275 E. Grove St. Ave 
Rialto, CA 92376 
(714) 874-5851 
Non Denominational 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pastor Freedom Of Religion 
Your Constitutional Right 
-St. Paul A.M.E. Church 
1355 W. 21st Street 








1 16888 Baseline Aven!le ~ ·1 Fontana, C4 92336 
~ (714) 899-0777 
~DAY WORSHII' WCATION, 
E T/WANDA HIGH SCHOOL 
13500 Victoria Avenue 
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 
SERVICE TIMES : 
Hallelujah Servic.;..: .................. 9:00 a.m. 
. Catherdral Worship .............. 11:00 a.m. 
Chuck Singleton 
Senior Pastor 
Baptism Service ....................... 4:30 p.m.(held at Fontana location) 
The Great Family Assembly .. 6:00 p.m. 




Morning Worship . . ...... . .. 8:00 a.m. 
Sunday School. .. .......... 9:30 a.m. 
Morning Worship ... ..... . ll:00 a.m. 
1 Prayer and Bible Study 
Wedneaday . ... .. ......... . 6':30 p.m. 
Pastor Reginald Woods 
Rev. Washington, Pastor 
Life Changing 
Ministries 
"Bible Teaching Church" 
5395 N. 'F" Street 
San Bernardino. CA 92407 
(714) 381-4885 
Sunday Services-9 & 10:45 a.m. , 
Wed. Night Bible Study - 7:00 pm.· 
Valley Fellowship 
Church of Seventh-day 
Adventist 
275 East Grove 
Rialto, CA 92376, (714) 874-5152 
James R. Doggette, Sr., Pastor 
Weekly Events: 
Saturday 
Sabbath School--9:00 a.m. 
Divine Worshlp--11 :ooa.m. 
Wednesday 
Free Hot Meals-5:00 p.m. 
Blble Stu -7:00 .m. 
Loveland 
16888 Baseline Avenue 
Fontana, CA 92336 
(714) 899-0777 
Church Singleton, Senior Pastor 
(see ad for services) 
Ephesian New Testament 
16286 Foothilll Blvd. 
Fontana, CA 
Rev. Emory James, Pastor • 
(714) 823-3400 
KPRO l570AM 
(see ad for services) 
..Redlez,zds 
Baptist 
Second Baptist, Redlands 
420 East Stuart Ave. 
Redlands, CA 92374 
Rev. A. Green, Pastor 
(714) 793-1074 
- Sunday Worship 
' 9:15 A.M. - Church School 
10:30 A.M. - Morning Worship 
Thursday, ]Ulf 4, 1991 
Perris I Moreno Valley 
Seventh Day Adventist 
Perris Seventh Day Adventist 
5th Street SDA 
300 E. 5th Street 
Perris, CA 92370 
Pastor Jesse Wilson 
(714) 657-2798 
Saturday Service 
9:30 Sabbath School 
11 :00 Morning Worship 
4:00 Adventist Youth Program 
Baptist 
New Hope Baptist - Perris 
19320 Spaulding 
Perris, CA 92370 
Rev. Montgomery, Pastor 
(714) 780-7110 
Sunday Services 
9:30 Sunday School 
, 11:00 Morning Worship 
11:00 Sunday Worship 
Rev. Dr. H.H. Hubbard Pastor ' 
· Come And See M.B. Church 
(Temporary location) 
Creekside Elementary School 
13563 Heacock St. 
Moreno Valley, CA 91388 
(Mailing Address) 
P.O. Box 8281 
Moreno Valley, CA 91388 
(714) 780-7836 or 780-0116 
Grand Opening 
November 5-16, /989 
9:30 a.m. - School Of Wisdom 
I/:{)() a.m. - Morning Worship 
/Jr. E. Jones -
Pastor from Compton, CA 
ALLEN CHAPEL A..M.K 
CHURCH 
4009 Locust Street 
(comer of Locust & 10th Street) 
Riverside, California 92501 
Church (714) 689-9406 
Manse. (714) 683-2635 
Sunday School ..... .. 9:30 A.M. 
Worship Service ..... 11:00 A.M. 
YPD Meeting 
2nd and 4th Sunday Afternoon 
Wednesday 
• Rev. J. Curtis Foster Jr . Prayer Meeting ....... 7:00 P .M. 
Pastor Bible Study . . .... 7:30-8:30 P .M. 
··---..,..-• ·-
~ JOY BAPTIST CH 
~t; .(71~)787-0678 . llJlcl/ 
Services Held At: 
Kansas Avenue S.D.A Church 




Sunday School - 9:15 a.m. 
Morning Worship-10:15 a.m. 
Evening Worship - 6:00 p.m. 
TUESDAY: 
Prayer Meeting And Bible 
Study - 7:00 p.m. 
"Everyofll! Is Welcome" 
Bethel A.M.E. Church 
1626 Baseline Ave. 
Fontana, CA 92335 
(714)350-9401 
Sunday Services 
Sunday Service 10:45 AM. 
Sunday School 9:00 AM. 




Wednesday 7:00 P.M. 
Bible Study 
Wednesday 7:30 P.M. 
Morris A. Buchanan, Pas~or 
Second Baptist Church 
2911 Ninth Street 
Riverside, CA 92502 
(714) 684-7532 










7:45 P.M. Wednesday 
7:00 P.M. Wednesday 
The Black Voice News 
by Charles Ledbetter 
LET FREEDOM RING: 
·When man was created his 
body and mind were designed 
'to be productive, and lend 
themselv~ to the welfare of all 
mankind. Also to develop a 
world where all people are 
willing to give their time and 
talents to build a productive 
community and not destroy it 
We should love and respect 
each other, and if we love our-
selves we will not fine it hard 
to love another person. 
This column is talking about 
Christian love and respect, not 
the acts that our youth express 
each night on T.V. and videos. 
I am writing this way because I 
see daily evidence which indi-
cates that we are losing our 
children. If we want the bells 
of freedom to ring loud and 
clear, we must have more 
respect in the homes. Self-love 
is a requirement if we desire a 
happy home, school, communi-
ty, and city. We must do what 
we can to help the homes who 
are subjected to emotional stress, the 
type of stress that spill over into the 
schools and the community. When there 
is so little or no love for self, it can be 
, understood why there is so much vio-
' Jenee in the streets. 
The Moreno Valley Black Civic 
Association rung the bell of freedom last 
~ Friday night at the Image Suite in 
~ ~ Moreno Valley last Friday night. At 
, their Fifth Annual Scholarship Award l :Banquet , five scholarships were given 
Prices Good Wed., July 3 
Thru Tuea., July 9. 
Some ltema at regular prtc ... 
Not all departments, ltema or 
~• advertlaed are available 
at Thrifty Jr. ator ... 
~J ~; ~ :: .· 
. '\\t!ifiu11" 
8.99EACH 
Patio or Sand Chair. 
Comfortable webbed 
seating for the beach or 
your backyard. 
7 • 9 9REG. 9.99° 
5-tt. Wading Pool. Delight 
the youngsters with this ready 
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to five young men and women school 
graduates from the Moreno Valley and 
Perris area. We looked on with pride as 
Erika Evans, Kevin Gueste, Andre 
Martin, Marcus William and Priscilla 
):'oung were honored for their accom-
12 4 99 PLUS CA REDEMPTION 6 1 29 PLUS CA REDEt.'PTION Pack • vAlue 1.89 
1 r,1ishments during the 1900-91 school 
1ear. 
".- The guest speaker was Mrs. Irma 
Nichols, Vice Principal with the 
Beaumont School system. We heard a 
very inspiring speech. She reminded I our students who had just received the I awards that "the road to easy street" is 
I closed, it has been closed by the use of 
: drugs, alcohol, babies having babies, 
: along with the high drop-out rate from 
: o ur school system. The very good 
: advice Mrs. Nichols gave our young t people was, "Do not look for easy ~t 
~ and maintain belief in God and self. 
Mrs. Nichols does an outstanding job of 
~ ringing the bell for freedom. . i LET FREEDOM RING: We mem-
~ bers of the Moreno Valley school board ~ are here to oversee the educational I opportunities for all of our children . . We 
~ must do what we can to bring the people 
~ together as contributors to a productive ! future, not drive them apart Some doc-
; trines do not promote togetherness, car-
: ing sharing, respecting nor racial harmo-
, ny. The education system must do wh~t 
it can to promote peace on earth and 
make THE BELL OF FREEDOM 
RING LOUDER. 
A man may rise to high success in 
the world, and even to lofty altitudes in 
the spiritual realm, and again, descend 
into weakness and wretchedness by 
allowing arrogant, selfish, and corrupt 
thoughts to take possession of him. 
Victories attained by right thought can 
only be maintained by watchfulness. 
Many give way when success is assured, 
and rapidly fall back into failure. 
All achievements; whether in the 
~usiness, intellectual, or spiritual world, 
are the result-of definitely directed 
ihought, are go~emed by the same law 
~nd are of the same method; thebniy 
ifference lies' in the object of a'itairi! 
tnent . ·... . _'f' .... 
• He who would accomplish littl~ mu~ 
facrifice much; he who would attain 
ltighly must sacrifice greatly. (James 
Allen) As a man thinketh; . '' 
, PROJECT COURAGE: Perris 
Pack • vALue 
Budweiser or MIiier beer. 
12-oz. cans. Assorted varieties. 
Pepsi Cola. 12-oz. cans. 
Assorted varieties. 
Regular or diet. 
Dorttos Snacking Chips. 
15-oz. Regular, nacho, 
ranch or salsa. 
Kodak Color Print FIim. 
135-24 exposure. 100 I.S.0. 
Remember the Fourth of July 
in vivid, detailed color! Olympic 
pin available while stocks last. 
3For$1. 
Royal' Gelatin. Regular 3-oz., or sugar-
free, 3-1/2 oz. Assorted flavors. A cool, 
soothing dessert for any occasion. 
69CEACH 
Spice claselcs. Black pepper, 
garlic powder, chopped onion, 
Italian seasoning, chili powder, pa-
prika, plus more. In assorted sizes. 
Add some spice to your life for a 
very low price. While stocks last. 
PinedPrunel 
~ -'.:"'_i : NET WT. 12 OZ. (340g) - , 
2For$1 
99c 
Sunsweet pitted prunes, 
12-oz. A naturally healthy way 
to satisfy that sweet tooth. 
Leonardo pasta. Spaghetti, elbow 
macaroni, shells, linguine, vermicilli. 12-oz. 
Each. Oodles of noodles for the dedicated 
pasta- lover. While stocks last. 
1.79 
Deming's pink .. 1mon, 
14-¾ oz. A quick, healthy 
mini-meal in a can. 
While stocks last. 
6For$1 
Top Aamen, 3-oz., in assorted flavors. A truly 
inexpensive and easy way to have a delicious 





Union High School District, Present 
'\Project Courage." · There will be 
i utoring Games, Sports, Arts'i111fd 
(!rafts, Workshops, Movies, Swimming 
and much more ,at the Perris High 
School for all kids g'rades K-8: 
1Jeginning July 1st (Last Monday) and 
~ill last until Aug/+ 13th;l :OO P.M. to 
5;00 P.M. Monday through Friday; For 
See the white pages of your phone book for the Thrifty or Thrifty Jr. nearest you 
Ow A~ Polley: H • - la NI -..r!M4 n rNIK..i or • ,,_.1•1 .......... It aay lo• .t ti,• ....... ,.tea. A .,..W 




more infonnation contact Kindy Smrnp 
a 943-6369. LET FREEDOM RING., 
,lo• IYfl . H-,- lec•I ,,.,. ....W ,_ _ _, --, _,,..,.,.,. _ .._. tlNt .. ......... ., ...... •-_. _... • .._,_ 
..,.,.._ c1rc--... tlNt •- wll , .... • c_, c...i (...........,1 •,.....,tor tll• - ,. II•,.._... .i tli• 
HI• ,ric• .......,.., .. _.._ TINI ... Nt """'ted-• • NdM..- ...... erte speclel,...._ .. wll•re-""• ' 
--- ....................... . I 
THERE'S A THRIFTY NEAR YOU. 
'----- - - - --------------"-------------------- - ---·-----------
Entertainment 
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Kent Masters-King Is The Best Kept Secret In Hollywood 
"I want to be the biggest 
legend there ever was." 
Kent Masters-King, the 
teenage "Knots Landing" star 
who plays Julie Williams, makes 
this statement with unabashed 
confidence. Dorothy Dandrige is 
her inspiration, but Kent comes 
from three generations of 
producers, directors, play writes 
and actors, so she is only 
continuing the family legacy. As 
a toddler, she was the class 1ff1 mascot in her mother's 
Jp acting/directing classes at 
\ UCLA, and they appeared 
\. together in UCLA USC films as 
•~ well as in "The Great White 
: Hope" at the Beverly Hills 
· Playhouse. 
At age four, Kent began 
studying classical piano at USC 
Community School of 
Performing Arts, and by age 
twelve, recognized for her 
musical talent, was asked to 
enter the L.A. City School 's 
Black Administrator's first city-
wide search for gifted and 
talented black youth. Kent, 
decided, however, that she 
Kent Masters-King, can be seen In Knotts Landing Weekly 
wanted to compete as an actress 
and went on to win first place. 
Shortly, thereafter, Kent was 
identified as gifted/talented in 
the performing arts by the L. A. 
City School District and was 
invited to attend the 
Conservatory of Performing 
Arts at Cal-State L.A . In 1987, 
Kent entered the Inner City Ira 
Aldridge Acting Competition 
and won first place, again! It 
seemed quite natural, then, when 
Kent secured a guest appearance 
on " Hill Street Blues" and 
subsequently her plum "Knots" 
role. 
Education is very important 
to Kent. She attends an 
academically challenging 
college prep high school. 
"Acting is my love, school is , 
my must-do. I am determined 
to continue both, no matter 
what it takes." In college, 
Kent -plans to major in art 
history and film, and is 
determined to produce, direct, 
and star in her own projects. 
Kent's schedule leaves her 
with little free time . She 
\"An Evening With African Images Fashion Sho~" 
Designer Peggy A. James says. "However, fabric is the designs reflect a blending of learned from her mother, Bennie 
returns to California to debut infrastructure of any fashion "traditional tribalism with con- Mae Splawn who lives is 
;t "An Evening with African statement. In Africa, it is con- temporary America," she said. Colton. Almost every ensemble 
Images Fashion Show" on sidered the culture of life. Since "I visualize the soul being as is completed by a cowrie 
Saturday, July 6th at the I am fascinated by that which is one with spiritual life by the use detailed Kufi (small, round hat), 
Ramada Inn in San Bernardino. of nature and its relativity to the of bold, geometric shapes and a braided or beaded tufu, a 
- James is the owner of Fashion cosmos or universe and the spir- colors, accent futuristic look. I Nefertiti crown or a headwrap. 
enjoys being a part of the 
performing dance company at 
her school, and when time 
allows, is involved in 
community activities such as 
the Warrick AIDS Foundation 
as youth spokesperson. 
Although chosen by "Soap 
Opera Digest" as one of the 
most beautiful women on 
television, Kent remains 
philosophical about the ups and 
downs of her profession. "Once 
I cried when I didn't get a part 
That was the first and last time. · 
Now I know that if I don't get 
one part, a better part is on the 
horizon." It's this confidence ·of 
Kent's that have those-in-the 
know\ following Kent Masters-
King's career very very 
carefully. 
Unique Images, Ltd. in Austin, it creator, pure textiles become a like broad padded shoulders Educationally, James is a 
Texas and is an accomplished must for my newest African- with an oversized inverted pyra- Fashion Design graduate from 
designer of elegant women's American designs." James has mid architecture. Shoulder the Los Angeles Trade 
fashions. Her artistic creations selected for this fashion display straps, handmade tufus (captain Technical College and has stud-
are bicultural provocations vivid batiks, tie dyes, and kente hats), large buttons covered with ied fashion and modeling at 
expressed in diverse usage of cloth - all handmade fabrics African cloth, beads, and Mai'ymount College of Virginia, 
natural fabrics. "As a lifetime from Senegal, Nigeria, Ivory smooth cowrie shells make each the Barbizon School of 
student of fashion, I have Coast, Gambia, and Ghana - to garment as it should be - an Modeling in Los Angeles, and 
learned that hallmarks of quality accent and interconnect the individual statement personified the Paris American Academy in 
clothing are fabric, fitting, finest virgin natural silks, linens, by whomever wears it." James Paris, France. She has a B.S. 
styling, and workmanship," she wools, and cotton fabrics. Her also designs hats, an art she degree in Business from 
A Peggy A. James original design. 
California State University at 
Los Angeles. 
The African Images Fashion 
Show and Dance will begin 
with a cocktail hour at 7:30 
p.m. and end at 1:00 a.m. Live 
music will be provide~ by 
Section 8 of Los Angeles. 
Admission in advance is $12.00 
and $15.00 at the door. Call 
Bennie Splawn at (714) 825-
7046 for ticket infonnation. . 
The Hit Gospel Play That's Rocking The Country 
GOD'S TRYING TO TELL 
YOU SOMETHING 
Is Back To San Bernardino By Popular Demand 
STURGES AUDITORIUM 
780 N. E Street 
San Bernardino 




THREE SHOWS ONLY! 
Friday, July 12 at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, July 13 at 8 p.m. 
Sunday, July 14 at 3 p.m. 
Starring 
Gospel ·Recording Artist 




San Bernardino's own 
DAZ PATTERSON 




by Grammy Award Winner 
EDWIN HAWKINS 
information Ca 11 
A MUSICAL DRAMA 
San Bemardlno 
Evans Bible Book 
Sturges Box Office 
(714)8 74 - 2814. 
The Black Voice News 
t 
HE WANTED 
Office of the State Archietect 
(OSA) appl'O\led inspector 
wanted to complete inspection 
on high schoold inpection 
project. Estimated period of 
employment: three (3) months. 
Applications, resume and 
references shall be delivered to 
Val Verde unified School 
District Offiece, 975 East 
Morgan Road, Penis, California 
92370 no later lhan 4:00 p. on 
Friday, July 5, 1991. Please call 
Peisonnel Office for additional 
information. (714)656-4321. 
.. 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 
County of Riverside, herein 
called Owner, invites sealed 
proposals for the construction 
of;' 
ROUGH GRADING FOR 
I UTILITY PO LE 
' RELOCATION 
,: AND 
ROUGH GRADING, STREET, 




,: 'IJiCHNOLOGY DRIVE 
, FROM STA. 8-42.37 TO STA. 
14-56.65 
AND INNOVATION COURT 
w.o. #68-8110 P2 
Proposals shall be delivered to 
the Riverside County Road 
Department, 7th Floor, 
Riverside County administrative 
Center, 4080 Lemon Street, 
Riverside, california 92501, not 
later lhan 10:00 a.m., on July 
17, 1991, to be promptly opened 
in public at said address. Each 
proposal shall be in accordance 
wilh the Contract Drawings date 
stamped May 27, 1991 as 
prepared by The Keith 
Companies, 2995 Redhill Ave., 
# I 0, Costa Mesa, CA 92626, 
and with the specifications and 
other contract documents dated 
May 27, 1991, as prepared by 
Paul A. Moote and Associates, 
Inc. 57 Brookhollow Drive, 
Building 1528, Santa Ana, CA 
92705, telephone (714) 
7515557. Plans, specifications 
and bid documents may be 
obtained from Paul A. Moote 
and Associates upon deposit of 
$75.00 per set if picked up 
directly or $85.00 if mailed to 
purchaser. No refund. 
Pursuant to the Labor Code, the 
governing board of the Owner 
has obu.ined from !he Director 
of the Department of Industrial 
Relations, State of California, 
his determinations of general 
prevailing rates of per dtcin 
wages applicable to !he work, 
and for holiday and overtime 
work, including employer 
payments for health and 
welfare, pensions, vacation and 
similar purposes, as set forth oo 
schedule which is on file as the 
principal office of the owner, 
and which will be made 
available to any interested 
person upon request. 
The Cootractor is required to 
have a Class "A" License at 
time contract is awarded. 
Dated: June 27, 1991 
Gerald A. Maloney 
Cleric of the Board 
By: Francine D' Aprile, Deputy 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 







AND NOTRH SIERRA DEL 
ORO, LANDSAPE 
MAINTENANCE DISlRICT 
ZONES #15 AND 10." 
NOTICE rs HEREBY GIVEN 
that the City of Corona will 
receive and open proposals for 
furnishing all of labor, material, 
equipment and services 
necessary for !he following 
: work in the City of Corona, 
' , County of Riverside, California, 
on !he 3CAh of July, 1991 at 2:00 
PM on said day, in the office of 
the City Cleric, City of Corona, 
California. 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT: 
The intent of these documents is 
to secure a contractor to provide 
all labor, materials, equipment, 
tools and services necessary for 
complete landscape 
maintenance. 
The contractor shall ensure all 
workmen needed to execute this 
Agreement shall be paid not less 
than the general prevailing rate 
for straight time, overtime and 
holidays as determined by !he 
State of California, Department 
of Industrial Relations. The 
most recent determination 
adopted prior to the execution of 
this Contract by the City of 
Ccxona, forfeit twenty-five 
dollars ($25.00) for each 
calendar day per workman paid 
less than said prevailing wage. 
In addition, the successful 
bidder will be required to 
comply with each and every 
applicable provisions of the 
California Labor Code, 
including posting a copy of the 
prevailing wage determination 
at the job site. 
The oontractor agrees that he 
must comply strictly with the 
provision of the Labor Code of 
the State of California, Sections 
I 770 to 1780, inclusive and in 
event of any violation of the 
within mentioned sections, he 
shall forefeit and suffer the 
penalties !herein provided. 
Each proposal must be 
accompapied by a cenified or 
cashier's check or bid bond for 
ten percent (10%) of the 
maximum total bid, or an 
equivalent substitution in lieu of 
a bond as authorized by the 
Civil Code Section 995.710. 
Said check shall be made 
payable to the "City of Corona" 
and when delivered with a 
proposal shall constitute a 
guarantee that the bidder will, if 
an award is made to him in 
accordance with the terms of 
said bidder's proposal, execute a 
Contract in the City's standard 
form, together wilh Labor Code 
Cenification thereon; furnish 
Contract Performance and 
Payment Bonds with a corporate 
surety or sureties satisfactory to 
!he City, or an equivalent 
substitution in lieu of bonds, 
each for not less than fifty 
percent (50%) of the total bid 
price; and furnish Certificates of 
Insurance evidencing that all 
insurance coverage required by 
the Contract has been secured. 
OTHER BONDS: 
The successful bidder will be 
required to furnish a labor and 
materials payment bond in an 
amoont equal to 50% of the 
contract price and a faithful 
performance bond in an amount 
equal to 50% of the contract 
price. said bonds to be secured 
by a surety company satisfactory 
to the City of Corona. 
All woric shall be done tmder the 
direct supervision of the City of 
Corona, di rector of Pa des and 
Recreation, or his delegated 
representative. the words 




AND NORTH SIERRA DEL 
ORO, LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE DISTRICT 
ZONES #15 AND IO" should 
appear on the envelope of each 
sealed bid. Said bid shall be 
addressed to !he City of Corona, 
City Clede, 815 W. Sixth St., 
Corona, CA 91720. 
The City of Corona reserves the 
right to reject any or all bids, 
and/or waive any informality on 
The intent of these documents is 
to secure a contractor to provide 
all labor, materials, equipment, 
tools and services necessary for 
complete landscape 
maintenance. 
The contractor shall ensure all 
workmen needed to execute this 
Agreement shall be paid not less 
than the general prevailing rate 
for straight time, overtime and 
holidays as determined by the 
State of California, Department 
of Industrial Relations. The 
most recent determination 
adopted prior to the execution of 
this Contract by the City of 
Corona, forfeit twenty-five 
dollars ($25.00) for each ' 
calendar day per worlcma~ paid 
less lhan said prevailing wage. 
In addition, the successful 
bidder will be required to 
comply with each and every 
applicable provisions of the 
California Labor Code, 
including posting a copy of the 
prevailing wage determination 
at !he job site. 
The Contractor agrees that he 
must comply strictly with the 
provision of !he Labor Code of 
the State of California, Sections 
1770 to 1780, inclusive and in 
event of any violation of the 
wilhin mentioned sections, he 
shall forfeit and suffer the penal 
ties therein provided. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a certified or 
cashier's check or bid bond for 
ten percent (I 0%) of the 
muimum total bid, or an 
equivalent substitution in lieu of 
a bond as authorized by the 
Civil Code Section 995.710. 
Said check shall be made 
payable to !he "City of Corona" 
and when delivered with a 
proposal shall constitute a 
guarantee that the bidder will, if 
an award is made to him in 
accordance with the terms of 
said bidder's proposal, execute a 
Contract in the City's standard 
form, together wilh Labor Code 
Certification thereon; furnish 
Contract Perfonnance and 
_ Payment Boods with a corporate 
a bid. No bidder may wilhdraw 
his bid for a period of thirty (30) · 
days after the date set for !he 
opening thereof. 
surety or sureties satisfactory to 
the City, or an equivalent 
substitution in lieu of bonds, 
each for not less than fifty 
percent (50%) of the total bid 
price; and furnish Certificates of 
Insurance evidencing that all 
insurance coverage required by 
!he Contract has been secured. 
OTHER BONDS: 
The City of corona, hereby 
notifies all bidders that it will 
affirmatively insure that in any 
Contract entered into pursuant to 
this advenisement, minority 
business enterprises will be 
afford full opportunity to submit 
bids in response to this 
invitation and will not be 
discriminated against on !he 
grounds of race, color, gender, 
or national origin in 
consideration of an award. 
The successful bidder and all 
subcontractors shall be required 
to obtain, or have in his 
possession. a valid business 
license form the City of Corona 
prior to contract execution. 
The Contract Documents and 
additional information for 
bidders may be examined at the 
following locatioos. 
City of Corona 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
815 West 6th St., Rm #150 
Corona, CA 91720 
The Contractor may, at his sole 
cost and expense, substitute 
securities equivalent to any 
monies withheld by the City to 
ensure performance under the 
Contract. Suyh securities shall 
be deposited with the City or 
with a state or federally 
chartered bank as escrow agent 
who shall pay such monies to 
the Contractor upon satisfactory 
completioo of the contract. The 
Contractor shall be the 
beneficial owner of any 
securities substituted for mooies 
withheld and shall receive any 
interest thereon. Securities 
eligible for substitution shall 
include those listed in Public 
Contract Code Section 22300. 
Under Section 7059 of !he 
Business and Professions Code, 
the bidder must have a license 
classification which is sufficient 
to perform a majority of the 
project. The city has determined 
that a class C-27 licc:nse is 
necessary to bid !his projea. If 
the bidder is a specialty 
contractor, the bidder is altered 
to the requirements of Business 
and Professioos Code Section 
7059. 




of the City of Corona, California 
pll/1 and 7 /8/91 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 








ZONE #10, SOUTH SIERRA 
DEL ORO." 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that the City of Corona will 
receive and open proposals for 
furnishing all of labor, material, 
equipment and services 
necessary for the following 
work in the City of Corona, 
County of Riverside, California, 
on the 30th of July, 1991 at 2:00 
PM on said day, in the office of 
the City Clede, City of Corona, 
California. 
The successful bidder will be 
required to furnish a labor and 
materials payment bond in an 
amount equal to 50% of the 
contract price and a faithful 
performance bond in an amount 
equal to 50% of the contract 
price. said bonds to be secured 
by a surety company satisfactory 
to the City of Corona. 
All wade shall be done under !he 
direct supervision of the Ciry of 
Corona, director of Parks and 
Recreatioo, or his delegated 
representative. the words 





ZONE #10, SOUTH SIERRA 
DEL ORO" should appear on 
the envelope of each sealed bid. 
Said bid shall be addressed to 
the City of Corona, City Clerk, 
815 W. Sixth St., Corona, CA 
91720. 
The City of Corona reserves the 
right to reject any or all bids, 
and/or waive any informality on 
a bid. No bidder may wilhdraw 
his bid for a period of thirty (30) 
days after the date set for the 
opening thereof. 
The City of corona, hereby 
notifies all bidders that it will 
affirmatively insure that in any 
Contract entered into pursuant to 
!his advertisement, minority 
business enterprises will be 
afford full opponunity to submit 
bids in response to this 
invitation and will not be 
discriminated against on the 
grounds of race, color, gender, 
or national origin in 
consideration of an award. 
The successful bidder and all 
subcontractors shall be required 
to obtain, or have in his 
possession, a valid business 
license form the City of Corona 
prior to contract exerution. 
The Contract Documents and 
additional information IO£ 
bidders may be examined at the 
following locations. 
City of Corona 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
815 West 6th St., Rm #150 
Corona, CA 91720 
The Contractor may, at his sole 
cost and expense, substitute 
securities equivalent to any 
monies withheld by the City to 
ensure performance under the 
Contract. Such securities shall 
be deposited wilh the City or 
with a state or federally 
chartered bank as escrow agent 
who shall pay such monies to 
!he Contractor upon satisfactory 
completion of the contract. The 
Contractor shall be the 
beneficial owner of any 
securities substituted for monies 
withheld and shall receive any 
interest thereon. Securities 
eligible for substitution shall 
include those listed in Public 
Contract Code Section 22300. 
Under Section 7059 of the 
Business and Professions Code, 
the bidder must have a license 
classification whidt is sufficient 
to perform a majority of the 
Legals P. 
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project. e city has determined 
that a class C-27 license is 
necessary to bid this project. If 
the bidder is a specialty 
contractor, the bidder is altered 
to the requirements of Business 
and Professions Code Section 
7059. 




of the City of Corona, California 
p(]/1 and 7 /8/91 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 








ZONES #3,4,7, 10 AND 16." 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that the City of Corona will 
receive and open proposals for 
furnishing all of labor, material, 
equipment and services 
necessary for !he following 
work in the City of Corona, 
County of Riverside, California, 
on the 30th of July, 1991 at 2:00 
PM on said day, in the office of 
!he City Oedc, City of Corona, 
California. 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT: 
The intent of these documents is 
to secure a cootractor to provide 
all labor, materials, equipment, 
tools and services necessary for 
complete landscape 
maintenance. 
The contractor shall ensure all 
woricmen needed to execute !his 
Agreement shall be paid not less 
than the general prevailing rate 
for straight time, ovenime and 
holidays as determined by !he 
State of Cali fomia, Department 
of Industrial Relations. The 
most recent determination 
adopted prior to the execution of 
this Contract by the City of 
Corona, forfeit twenty-five 
dollars ($25 .00) for each 
calendar day per workman paid 
less than said prevailing wage. 
In addition, !he successful 
bidder will be required to 
comply with each and every 
applicable provisions of the 
Cali fomia Labor Code, 
including posting a copy of !he 
prevailing wage determination 
at the job site. 
The Contractor agrees that he 
must comply strictly with the 
provision of the labor Code of 
the State of California, Sections 
1770 to 1780, inclusive and in 
event of any violation of !he 
within mentioned sections, he 
shall forfeit and surffer the 
penalties therein provided. ' 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a cenified or 
cashier's check or bid bond for 
ten percent (10%) of the 
maximum total bid, or an 
equivalent substitution in lieu of 
a bond as authorized by the 
Civil Code Section 995.710. 
Said check shall be made 
payable to !he "City of Corona" 
and when delivered with a 
proposal shall constitute a 
guarantee that the bidder will, if 
an award is made to him in 
accordance with the terms of 
said bidder's proposal, execute a 
Contract in the City's standard 
form, together with Labor Code 
Cenification thereon; furnish 
Contract Performance and 
Payment Bonds wilh a corporate 
surety or sureties satisfactory to 
the City, or an equivalent 
substitution in lieu of bonds, 
each for not less than fifty 
percent (50%) of the total bid 
price; and furnish Cenificates of 
Insurance evidencing that all 
insurance coverage required by 
the Contract has been secured. 
OTHER BONDS: 
The successful bidder will be 
required to furnish a labor and 
materials payment bond in an 
amOWlt equal to 50% of the 
contract price and a faithful 
performance bond in an amount 
equal to 50% of !he contract 
price. said bonds to be secured 
by a surety company satisfactory 
to the City of Corona. 
All wodc. shall be done under the 
direct supervision of the City of 
Corona, director of P:arlcs and 
Recreation, or his delegated 
representative. 
The words SPECIFICATION 




ZONES #3,4,7,IO and 16." 
should appear on the envelope 
of each sealed bid. Said bid 
shall be addressed to the City of 
Corona, City Clerk, 815 W. 
Sixlh St., Corona, CA 91720. 
The City of Corona reserves the 
right to reject any or all bids, 
and/or waive any informality on 
a bid. No bidder may wilhdraw 
his bid for a period of thirty (30) 
days after the date set for !he 
opening thereof. 
The City of corona, hereby 
notifies all bidden that it will 
affirmatively insure that in any 
Contract entered into punuant to 
this advertisement, minority 
business enterprises will be 
afford full opport1S1ity to submit 
bids in response to !his 
invitatioo and will not be 
discriminated against on the 
grounds of race, color, gender, 
or national origin in 
consideration of an award. 
The successful bidder and all 
subcontractors shall be required 
to obtain, or have in his 
possession, a valid business 
license form the City of Corona 
prior to contract executioo. 
The Contract Documents and 
additional infonnation for 
bidders may be examined at the 
following locations. 
City of Corona 
Parics and Recreation 
Department 
815 West 61h St., Rm #150 
Corooa, CA 91720 
The Contractor may, at his sole 
cost and expense, substitute 
securities equivalent to any 
monies withheld by the City to 
ensure performance under !he 
Contract. Such securities shall 
be deposited with the City or 
with a state or federally 
chanered bank as esa-ow agent 
who shall pay such monies to 
the Contractor upon satisfactory 
completion of the contract. The 
Contractor shall be the 
beneficial owner of any 
securities substituted for monies 
wilhheld and shall receive any 
interest thereon. Securities 
eligible for substitution shall 
include those listed in Public 
Contract Code Section 22300. 
Under Section 7059 of the 
Business and Professions Code, 
the bidder must have a I icc:nse 
classification which is sufficient 
to perform a majority of the 
project. The city has determined 
that a class C-27 license is 
necessary to bid this project. If 
the bidder is a specialty 
contractor, the bidder is altered 
to !he requirements of Business 
and Professions Code Section 
7059. 




of !he City of Corona, California 
p/7/4 and 7/11/91 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 








SAGE OPEN SPACE AND 
FIRE ST A TIO NS 
#l,2 ,3,4and 5 . " 
NOTICE IS HEREBY 
GIVEN that the City of 
Corona will receive and 
open proposals for 
furnishing all of labor, 
material, equipm en t and 
services necessary for 
the following work in the 
City of Corona, County 
of Riverside, Cal ifornia , 
on the 30th of July 
1221 at 2·00 PM on said 
da y, in the office of the 
City Clerk, City of 
Corona, California . 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT: 
The intent of these 
doc uments is to secure a 
contractor to provide all 
labor, material~, 
equipment, tools and 
services necessary for 
complete landscape 
maintenance . 
The contractor shall 
ensure all workmen 
needed to execute this 
Agreement shall be pai , 
not less than the generi 
prevailing rate for 
straight time, overtime 
and holidays as 
determined by the Stat• 
of Califor~ia, 
Department of Industri . 
Relations . The most 
recent determination 
adopted prior to the 
execution of this 
Contract by the City of 
Corona, forfeit twenty -
five dollars ($25 .00) fo 
each calendar day per 
workman paid less thar 
said prevailing wage . 
In addition, the 
successful bidder will b 
required to comply wit 
each and every 
applicable provisions o: 
the California Labor 
Code, including posting 
a copy of the prevailinE 
wage determination at 
the job site. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a I 
certified or cashier's 
check or bid bond for 
ten percent (10%) of th 
ma·ximum total bid, or 
an equivalent 
substitution in lieu of a 
bond as authorized by 
the Civil Code Section r 
995.710. Said check 
shall be made payable 
to the "City of Corona" 
and when delivered wit 
a proposal shall 
constitue a guarantee 
that the bidder will, if i 
award is made to him i1 
accordance with the 
terms of said bidder's 
proposal, execute a 
Contract in the City's 
standard form, togethe 
with Labor Code 
Certification thereon ; 
furnish Contract 
Performance and 
Payment Bonds with a 
corporate surety or 
sureties satisfactory to 
the City, or an 
equivalent substitutio n 
in lieu of bonds , each f, 
not less than fifty 
percent (50%) of the 
total bid price; and 
furnish Certificates of 
Insurance evidencing 
that all insurance 
coverage required by ti 
Contract has been 
secured . 
OTHER BONDS: 
The successful bidder 
will be required to 
furnish a sabor and 
materials payment bon 
in an amount equal to 
50% of the contract 
price and a faithful 
performance bond in a· 
amount equal to 50% o . 
the contract price. said 
bonds to be securec byL 
surety company 
satisfactory to the City 
of Corona. 
All work shall be done 
under the direct 
supervision of the City 
of Corona, director of 





9101 " LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE FOR 
LINCOLN OVERPASS, 
SAGE OPEN SPACE AND 
FIRE ST A TIO NS 
#11,2,3,4, AND 5." 
should appear on the 
envelope of each sealed 
bid. Said bid shall be 
addressed to the City of 
Corona, City Clerk, 8 15 
W . Sixth St., Corona, CA 
91720. 
The City of Corona 
reserves the right to 
reject any or all bids , 
and/or waive any 
informality on a bid . No 
bidder may withdraw his 
bid for a period of th irty 
(30) days after the date 
set for the opening 
thereof. 
The City of corona, 
hereby notifies all 
bidders that it w·ill 
affirmatively insure that 
in any Contract entered 
into pursuant to this 
advertisement, minority 
business enterprises wi ll 
be ' affored full 
opportunity to submit 
bids in response to this 
invitation and will not 
be discriminated against 
on the grounds of race, 
color, gender, or 
national origin in 
consideration of an 
award . 
The successful bidder 
and all subcontractors 
shall be required to 
obtain, or have in his 
possession, avalid 
business license form 
the City of Corona prior 
to contract execution. 
T he Contract Documents 
and add i tonal 
information for bidders 
may be examined at the 
following locations . 
City of Corona 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
815 West 6th St., Rm 
#150 
Corona, CA 91720 
The Contractor may , at 
his sole cost and 
expense, substitute 
securities equivalent ato 
any monie s withheld by 
the City to ensure 
performance under the 
Contract. Such 
securities shall be 
deposited with the City 
or with a state or 
federally chartered bank 
as escrow agent who 
shall pay such monies to 
the Contracto r upon 
satisfactory completion 
of the contract. The 
Contractor s hall be the 
benfi cial owner of any 
securities ssubstituted 
for monies withheld and 
B ILL PICKETT 
INVITATIONAL 
B LAC·K ROD1EO 
. 
Contact: Lynn Dillard/West Coast Coordinator 
shall receive any interest 
thereon . Securities 
eligible for substit ution 
shall include those l isted 
in Public Contract Code 
Section 22300. 
Under Section 7059 of 
the Business and 
Professions Code, th e 
bidder must have a 
l icense classification 
which is sufficient to 
perform a majority of 
the project. The city has 
determined that a class 
C-27 license is necessary 
to bid this project. If the 
bidder is a specialty 
contractor, the bidder is 
altered to the 
requirement s of Business 
and Professions Code 
Section 7059 . 




LINGENFELTER , City 
Clerk 
of the City of Corona, 
California 
p/7/1 and 7/8/91 
FICITTIOUS BUSINESS 
NAi\.fE STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) , 
doing business as: 
NANCY KAY ORIGINALS 
7595 Magnolia Ave 
Riverside, CA 92504 
NANCY KAY FRAZIER 
7595 Magnolia Ave 
Riverside, CA 92504 
WAYNE KAY FRAZIER 
7595 Magnolia Ave 
Riverside, CA 92504 
This busines s is conducted by 
a(n) individual. 
The date this registrant 
commenced to transact • 
business under fictitious 
business name or names listed 
above is N/A. 
/s/Nancy Kay Frazier. . 
The filing of this statement . 
does not of itself authorize the 
use in this state of a fictitious , 
business name in violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, or common law (sec. 
14400 et. seq. b&p code) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on , 
6/17/91. 
I hereby cenify that this copy is , 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clede 




The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
C&C BUILDERS 
5720 Juan Bautista 
Riverside, CA 92509 
SANDRA CANOVA 
5720 Juan Bautista 
Riverside, CA 92509 
RICHARD CANOVA 
5720 Juan Bautista 
Riverside, CA 92509 
GARY CONACHAN 
68555 Ramon 
24 hour Rodeo information and Message line: (213)460-2817 
The Bill Pickett Invitational Rodeo is coming to Los Angeles, July 20th and 21st, 
1991. The only national Black touring rodeo, will feature nearly 
100 Black cowboys and cowgirls. 
Bill Pickett's Invitational Black Rodeo provides and exciting event that 
acknowledges the contributions of Black cowboys and cowgirls , educate and inform 
the communities that are so receptive to the event. 
Location: 
Los Angeles Equestrian Center 480 Riverside Dr., Burbank 
(Near Griffith Park) 
Dates and Time: 
July 20th, Saturday 1 :30 p.m. & 8:00 p.m. 
July 21th, Sunday 3:30 p_m_ 
Ticket Prices: 
(children 12 and under) 
All Box Seats: $15 
General Admission: Adults-$1 O (Advance) $12 at the Gate Child-$8.00 
For special group discount rates call: (213)460-2817 




TICKETMASTER OUTLET~{}t9wer Records and May Co.) 
'<f'f~r 
✓ 
The Black Voice News 
Cathedral City, CA 92509 
This business is conducted by 
a(n) Joint Venture. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under fictitious 
business name or names listed 
above on 6/17 /91. 
/s/Sandra Canova. 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, or 
common law (sec. 14400 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
6/17/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
11 correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
c::Jerk 
File No. 914552 
fp/6/l0/27 /,7/4/11/91 
' FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
RIDGEWAY COMPANY, 
REALTORS 
3874 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
R.R.C.H. REALTY 
CORPORATION 
3874 Arlington Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92506 
This business is conducted by a 
Corporation. 
This registrant commenced to 
ttansact business under 
Fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 2/18/91. 
/c/R.R.C.H. Realty 
/o&t/Gail D. Roberts, President 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, or 
common law (sec. 14400 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
6/17/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 




The following person(s) is (arc) 
doing business as: 
PARK AVENUE FURNITURE 
HOUSE 
3973 Park Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
CLIFTON M. ROUGHLEY 
3973 Park Ave. 
Riverside, CA 92507 
This business is conducted by 
a(n) individual. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under 
Fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 6/6/91. 
ls/Clifton M. Roughley 





not of itself authori:ze the use in 
this state of a Fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, or 
common law (sec. 14400 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
6/11/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
File No. 914372 
/p/6/l0/27 /, 7 /4/11/91 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
CROSS CREEK 
ENTERPRISES 
16061 Gamble Ave. 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
CARMEN BLAKE 
16061 Gamble Ave. 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
DELORIS T. HOLLINGER 
16061 Gamble Ave. 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by a 
General Partnership. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under 
Fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 6/10/9 I. 
ls/Carmen Blake 
The filing of this statement docs 
not of itself authorize the use in 
this state of a Fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, or 
common law (sec. 14400 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
6/10/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
File No. 914332 
/p/6/20/27 /, 7 /4/1 lfi I 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) is (are) 
doing Business as: 
CPR FOR LIFE 
3250 Rainforest Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
STEVEN WALLACE 
PHILLIPS 
3250 Rainforest Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
LORI LYNN PHILLIPS 
3250 Rainforest Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
This business is conducted by 
indivduals - Husband and Wife. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under 
Fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 6-21 -91 . 
ls/Steven W. Phillips. 
The filing of this statement docs 
not of itself authori:ze the use in 
this state of a Fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal, or 
common law (sec. 14400 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
6/21/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 




The following person(s) is (are) 
doing business as: 
AMERICAN CLEANING 
PRODUCTS 
425 W. La Cadena, Unit #12 
Riverside, CA 92501 
HORIOKA ENTERPRISES, 
INC. 
3403 I 0th St. Suite 8 IO 
Riverside, CA 92501 
A CALJFOR.NIA 
CORPORATION 
This business is conducted by a 
Corporation. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under 
Fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 6-6-91. 
/s/Horioka Enterprises, fuc. 
/n&t/George M. Horioka , 
President 
The filing of this statement does 
not of itself authori:ze the use in 
this state of a Fictitious business 
name in violation of the rights of 
another under federal , or 
common law (sec. 14400 et. seq. 
b&pcode) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County on 
6/6/91. 
I hereby certify that this copy is 
a correct copy of the original 
statement on file in my office. 
William E. Conerly, County 
Clerk 
File No. 914245 
/p/6/13/20/27 /,7 /4/91 





PHASE 1B - PIPELINES 
PROJECT NO. US20-990 
INTHE 
CITY OF CORONA, 
CALJFORi'flA 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that SEALED PROPOSALS will 
be received at the office of the 
City Clerk, City Hall, 8 I 5 West 
Sixth Street, Corona, California 
91720, on behalf of the Owner, 
the City of Corona, 916 West 
Sixth Street, Corona, at which 
time they will publicly opened 
and read in the Conference 
Room for performing the work 
as follows : 
PHASE 1B - PIPELINES 
Foothill Ranch, Water Facilities 
Improvement Project, Phase l B -
Pipelines, in accordance with the 
Plans, Specifications, and other 
Contract Documents on file in 
the offices of the Owner. 
No bid will be received unless it 
is made on the Bidder's Proposal 
Form furnished by the Owner. 
PageB-3 
Each bid must be accompanied 
by cash or a certified cashier's 
check, or Bidder 's and on the 
bond form provided by the 
Owner, payable to the City of 
Corona, in an amount equal to 
10% of the amount of the bid, 
such guarantee to be forfeited 
should the bidder to whom the 
contract is awarded fail to enter 
into the Contract and provide the 
required Performance and 
Payment bonds and 
Certificate(s) of Insurance 
within ten (10) calendar days 
after the date of receipt of notice 
of award of the Contract. 
A Payment bond and a 
Performance bond,each in a n 
amount equal to l 00% of the 
total contract amount shall be 
required concurrently with 
execution of the contract and 
shall be in the form set forth of 
the construction company 
Documents. 
Pursuant to Section 22300 of the 
Public Contract Code of the 
State of California, the contract 
will contain provu1ons 
permitting the successful bidder 
to substitute securities for any 
monies withheld by \he Owner 
to insure performance under the 
contract. 
The Owner is required to 
observe Certain requirements for 
public bid and incorporate such 
requirements into the 
construction contract documents. 
The following paragraphs shall 
then form a part of the 
Construction Contract, be it 
awarded. 
The City of Corona has obtained 
from the Di rector of the 
Department of Industrial 
Relations the general prevailing 
rate of per diem wages and the 
general prevailing rate for 
holiday and overtime work in 
the locality where the work will 
be condu1.ted. Said rates are on 
file with the City Clerk and will 
be made available to any 
interested party on request. The 
Contractor to whom the Contract 
is awarded must post copies of 
the prevailing wage rate at the 
job site, and must see that he and 
all subcontractors are paying 
said rates. 
All bids are to be compared on 
the basis of the Engineer's 
estimate of quantities of work to 
be done, subject to adjustment as 
provided within the Contract 
Documents. 
The work to be done includes 
furnishing and installing pipeline 
materials and appurtenances and 
testing and disinfection at the 
project site. 
No bid will be accepted from a 
contractor who is not licensed in 
accordance with provisions of 
Division 3, Chapter 9 , of the 
Business and Professions Code 
of the Sate of California on the 
date and at the time of submittal 
of the Bidder's Proposal. 
Contractor shall have a valid 
Class A or C -34 license. 
Contract Documents, including 
Plans and Special Provisions. 
but not including the Standard 
Plans or Standard Specifications, 
can be obtained fro the Owner's 
agent, Lyon/Copley Corona 
Associates, LP., 550 West Otasc 
Drive, Corona, California, 
91720, (714) 279-2182, or the 
Engineer, John S. Murk 
Engineers, Inc. at 7770 El 
Camino Real, Carlsbad, 
California, 92009, (619) 942-
2100, for a non-refundable fee of 
$250.00 each, which includes 
sales tax. A charge of $10.00 
will be made for each set mailed. 
The Owner reserves the right to 
reject any and all bids, o waive 
any irregularity or informality in 
any bid to the extent permitted 
by law, or to award the Contract 
to other than the lowest bidder. 
Bidder may not withdraw his bid 
for sixty (60) days after the bid 
opening. 
A pre-bid meeting will be held at 
the offices of the Owner's agent, 
Lyon/Copeiy Corona Associates, 
L.P., 550 West Chase Drive, 
Corona, California 91720, at 
9:00 a.m., July 15, 1991. 
For technical information 
relating to the details of the 
proposed project and/or bidding 
requirements, please contact Mr. 
Jay Olsen, John S. Murk 
Engineers, Inc. 
Diedre' Lingenfelter 
City Clerk of the City of Corona, 
California 
Dated June 19,1991 
/p/6/27 /,7 /4/91 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 






L A N D S C A P E 
MAINTENANCE DISTRICT 
ZONES#3,4,7, IOAND 16." 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that the City of Corona will 
receive and open proposals for 
furnishing all of labor, material, 
equipment and services 
necessary for the following work 
in the City of Corona, County of 
Riverside , California, on the 
30th of July, 1991 at 2:00 PM on 
said day, in the office of the City 
Clerk, City of Corona, 
California. 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT: 
The intent of these documents is 
to aecure a contractor to provide 
all labor, materials, equipment, 
tools and services necessary for 
complete landscape 
maintenance. 
The contractor shall ensure all 
workmen needed to execute this 
Aareement shall be paid not less 
than the general prevailing rate 
for straight time, overtime and 
holidays as determined by the 
State of California, Department 
ot Industrial Relations. The 
most recent determination 
adopted prior to the execution of 
this Contract by the City of 
Corona, forfeit twenty-five 
dollars (S2S.00) for each 
calt dar day per workman paid 
Jes than said prevailing wage. 
In dition, the successful bidder 
be required to comply with 
h and every applicable 
visions of the California 
r Code, including posting a 
c py of the prevailing wage 
ddlermination at the job site. 
The Contractor agrees that he 
m•st comply strictly with the 
prO\lision of the labor Code of 
ihe State of Cali fomia, Sections 
, 1770 to 1780, inclusive and in 
I event of any violation of the 
I within ment ioned sections, he shall forfeit and surffer the penalties therein provided. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a certified or 
cashier's check or bid bond for 
ten percent (10%) of the 
maximum total bid, or an 
equivalent substitution in lieu of 
a bond as authorized by the 
Civil Cod e Section 995.710. 
Said check shall be made 
payable to the "City of Corona" 
and when delivered with a 
proposal shall constitute a 
guarantee that the bidder will, if 
an award is made to him in 
accordance with the terms of 
said bidder's proposal, execute a 
Contnct in the City's standard 
form, together with Labor Code 
Certification thereon; furnish 
Contract Performance and 
Payment Bonds with a corporate 
I surety or sureties satisfactory to the City, or an equivalent 
substitution in I ieu of bonds, 
each for not less than fifty 
percent (50%) of the total bid 
price; and furnish Certificates of 
Insurance evidencing that all 
insurance coverage required by 
the Contract has been secured. 
OTHER BONDS: 
The successful bidder will be 
required to furnish a labor and 
materiala payment bond in an 
amount equal to 50% of the 
contract pri ce and a faithful 
perfonnance bond in an amount 
equal lo 50% of the contract 
price. said bonds to be secured 
by a surety company satisfactory 
to the City of Corona. 
!:?ti: $99 PER MONTH CAN DELNER ANY NEW CAR !,f]!tt 
All worlt shall be done under the 
direct supervision of the City of 
Corona, director of Parks and 
Recreation, or his delegated 
representative. in our-inventory on approved cred 
No Credit ? First time buyer ? 
Credit Problems In The Past ? 
Call us at 393-9331 We can sell you 
·~-· . 
The words SPECIFICATION 
NO. PR-9103 "LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE FOR 
L A N D S C A P E 
MAINTENANCE DISTRICT 
ZONES 13,4,7,10 and 16." 
should appear on the envelope of 
each sealed bid. Said bid shall 
be addressed to the City of 
Corona, City Clerk, 815 W. 
Sixth SL, Corona, CA 91720. 
The City of Corona reserves the 
right to reject any or all bids, 
and/or waive any informality on 
a bid. No bidder may withdraw 
his bid for • period of thiny (30) 
days after the date 1e1 for the 
opening lbereof. 
The City of corona, hereby 
notifies all bidders that it will 
Thursday, July 41991: ., 
affirmatively insure that in any 
Contract entered into pursuant to 
th is advertisement, minority 
business enterprises will be 
'afford full opportunity to submit 
bids in response to this invitation 
and will not be discriminated 
against on the grounds of race, 
color, gender, or national origin 
in consideration of an award. 
The successful bidder and all 
subcontractors shall be required 
to obtain, or have in his 
possession, a valid busines s 
license form the City of Corona 
prior to contract execution. 
The Contract Documents and 
additional information for 
bidders may be examined at the 
following locations. 
City of Corona 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
815 West 6th St. , Rm #150 
Corona, CA 91720 
The Contractor may, at h is sole 
cost and expense, subst itute 
securities equivalent to any 
monies withheld by the City to 
ensure performance under the 
Contract. Such securities shall 
be deposited with the City or 
with a state or federally 
chartered bank as escrow agent 
who shall pay such monies to the 
Contractor upon satisfactc,ry 
completion of the contract. The 
Contractor shall be the benefic:ial 
owner of any securities 
substituted for monies withheld 
and shall receive any interest 
thereon. Securities eligible for 
substitution shall include those 
listed in Public Contract Code 
Section 22300. 
Under Section 7059 of the 
Business and Professions Code, 
the bidder must have a lice!\ se 
classification which is sufficient 
to perform a majority of the 
project. The city has determi111.ed 
that a class C-27 license is 
necessary to bid this projecL If 
the bidder is a specialty 
contractor, the bidder is altered 
to the requirements of Business 
and Professions Code Sectioon 
7059. 
BY ORDER OF THE CITY OF 
CORONA, CALIFORNIA 
/s/DIEDRE' I..INGENFELTE R, 
City Clerk 
of the City of Corona, Calif om ia 
p(]/4 and 7/ll/91 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 








ZONES #1,2,6,AND 14." 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that the City of Corona will 
receive and open proposals fotr 
furnishing all of labor, 
material, equipment and 
,ervlas necessary for the 
following work In the City of 
Corona, County of Riverside, 
Callfornla, on the 30th oK Jul}', 
1991 at 2:00 PM on said day, Mn 
the office of the City Clerk, 
City of Corona, California. 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT: 
The Intent of these documents 
ls to secure a contractor to 
provide all labor, materials, 
equipment, tools and servl~es 
necessary for complete 
landscape maintenance. 
The contractor shall ensure all 
workmen needed to execute I 
. . ··- .. 
this Agreement shall be paid 
not less than the general 
prevailing rate for stralgh t 
time, overtime and holidays as 
determined by the State of 
California, Department of 
Industrial Relations. The most 
recent determination adopted 
prior to the execution of this 
Contract by the City or Corona, 
forfeit twenty-five dollars 
($25.00) for each calendar day 
per workman paid less than 
said prevailing wage. 
In addition, the successful 
bidder wlll be required to 
comply with each and every 
appllcable provisions of the 
California Labor Code, 
including posting a copy of the 
prevailing wage determination 
at the Job site. 
The Contractor agrees that hie 
must comply strictly with the 
provision of the Labor Code of 
the State of California, Sections 
1770 to 1780, Inclusive and 1111 
event of any violation of the 
within mentioned sections, he 
shall forfeit and suffer the 
penalties therein provided. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a certified or 
cashier's check or bid bond fo,r 
ten percent (10%) of the 
maximum total bid, or an 
equivalent substitution In lleu1 
of a bond as authorl:r.ed by thte 
Clvll Code Section 995.710. 
Said checlt,,shall be made 
payable to the ''City of 
Corona" and when delivered 
with a proposal shall constltulte 
a guarantee that the bidder 
will, If an award Is made to him 
In accordance with the terms of 
said bidder's proposal, execute 
a Contract In the City's 
standard form, together with , 
Labor Code Certification 
thereon; furnish Contnct 
Perfonnance and Papnent 
Bonds with a corporate suret)' 
or sureties satisfactory to the 
City, or an equivalent 
substitution In Heu of bonds, 
each for not less than nny 
percent (50%) of the total bid 
price; and fumlsh Certl~te!I 
of Insurance evldendng that ,ti 
Insurance mverage required ll>y 
the Contract has been 11eCUredL 
OTHER BONDS: 
The successful bidder di be 
required to furnish a labor anid 
materials payment bond In ar,i 
amount equal to 50% of the 
contnct price and a falthM 
performuce bond I• an 
amount equal to !O'Jli of the 
contnct price. said bonds to· be 
IIKUred b7 a suret, company 
satisfactory to the City of 
Corona. 
All work shall be done under 
the direct supervision of the 
City of Corona, director of 
Parks and Recreation, or his 
delegated representative. 
The words SPECIFICATION 




ZONES #1,2,6, AND 14." 
should appear on the envelope 
or each sealed bid. Said bid 
shall be addressed to the City of 
Corona, City Clerk, 815 W, 
Sixth St., Corona, CA 91720. 
The City of Corona reserves the 
right to reject any or all bids, 
and/or waive any informality 
on a bid. No bidder may 
withdraw his bid for a period 
or thirty (30) days after the 
date set for the opening thereof. 
The City of corona, hereby 
notifies all bidders that It will 
afflnnatlvely Insure that In any 
Contract entered Into pursuant 
to this advertisement, minority 
business enterprises wlll be 
afford full opportunity to 
submit bids in response to this 
Invitation and will not be 
discriminated against on the 
grounds or race, color, gender, 
or national origin In 
consideration of an award. 
The successful bidder and all 
subcontractors shall be 
required to obtain, or have In 
his possession, a valld business 
license form the City of Corona 
prior to contract execution. 
The Contract Documents and 
additional Information for 
bidders may be examined at the 
following locations. 
City or Corona 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
815 West 6th SL, Rm #150 
Corona, CA 91720 
The Contractor may, al his sole 
cost and expense, substitute 
securities equivalent to any 
monies withheld by the City to 
ensure perfonnance under the 
Contract. Such securities shall 
be deposited with the City or 
with a state or federally 
chartered bank as escrow agent 
who shall pay such monies to 
the Contractor upon 
satisfactory completion of the 
contract. The Contractor shall 
be the beneficial owner of any 
securities substituted for 
monies wlthheld and shall 
receive any Interest thereon. 
Securities eligible for 
substitution shall Include those 
listed In Public Contract Code 
Section 22300. 
Under Section 7059 of the 
Business and Professions Code, 
the bidder must have a license 
classification which Is sufficient 
to perform a majority of the 
project. The dty has 
determined that a class C-27 
license ls necessary to bid this 
project. If the bidder Is a 
speclalty contractor, the bidder 
Is altered to the requirements 
of Business and Professions 
Code Section 7059. 
BY ORDER OF THE CITY 
OF CORONA, CALIFORNIA 
ls/DIEDRE' LINGENFELTER, 
City Clerk 
of the City of Corona, 
California 
p/7/4 and 7/11/91 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 
CITY OF CORONA 
CALIFORNIA 
Landscape Ma intenance 
Contract-SPECIFICATION 




SAGE OPEN SPACE AND 
FIRE ST A TIO NS 
# 1,2,3 ,4and 5. " 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that the City of Corona 
wi ll re ceive and open 
proposals for furnishing 
all o f labor, material, 
equipment and services 
necessary for the 
following work in the City 
of Corona, County of 
Riverside, California, on 
the 30th of Juiy 1991 at 
2:00 PM on said day, in 
the office of the City 
Clerk, City of Corona, 
California . 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT: 
The intent of these 
documents is to secure a 
contractor to provide all 
labor , materials, 
equipment, tools and 
services necessary for 
complete landscape 
maintenance . 
The contractor sh all 
ensure all workmen 
needed to execute this 
Agreement shall be paid 
not less than the general 
prevailing rate for 
straight time, overtime 
and holidays as 
determined by the State 
of California, Department 
of Industrial Relations. 
The most recent 
determination adopted 
prior to the execution of 
this Contract by the City 
of Corona, forfeit twenty• 
five dollars ($25 .00) for 
each calendar day per 
workman paid leu than 
said prevailing wage. 
In addition, the 
successful bidder will be 
required to comply with 
each and every 
appl icable provi 1ion1 of 
the California Labor 
Code, including posting a 
copy of the prevailing 
~age determination at 
the job site. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a 
certified or cashier's 
check or bid bond for ten 
percent (10%) of the 
maximum total bid, or an 
- I 
equivalent substitution in 
li eu of a bond as 
authorized by the Civil 
Code Section 995.710. 
Said check shall be made 
payable to the MCity of 
Corona" and when 
delivered with a proposaL ~ 
shall constituc a • 
guarantee that the bidde; 
will, if an award is made 
t o him in accordance 
with the terms of said ~ · 
bidder's proposal, , 
execute a Contract in the , . 
City's standard form, 
together with Labor Code • • 
Certification thereon; • , : 
furnish Contract ' • 
Performance and -•\ 
Payment Bonds with a '· ·, 
'-):• 
corporate surety or 
sureties satisfactory to J " 
the City, or an equivalent : : 
substitution in lieu of :, 
bonds , each for not less • : 
than fifty percent (50%) , . , 
of the total bid price; ancf·•' 
furnish Certificates of , 
In,urancc evidencing, that , ; 
all insurance coverage • 
required by the Contract, .-:.: 
has been secured. 
OTHER BONDS: 
The successful bidder will 4 
be required to furnish a 
sabor and materials 
payment bond in an 
amount equal to 50% of , i 
the contract price and a · •: 
faithful performance ~ : 
bond in an amount equal, .: 
to 50% of the contract ,'·\ 
price. said bonds to be 
securec by a surety 
company satisfactory to 
the City of Corona. 
All work shall b~ done 
under the direct ,,.j 
supervision of the City of ' J 
Corona , director of Parks :~! 
and Recreation, oi his 1 
delegated re pre sentativc . :l 
the words SPECIFICATION.: ; 
NO. PR-9101 .~ 
MLANDSCAPE <.•• 
MAINTENANCE FOR 
LINCOLN OVERPASS, 4 \~ 
SAGE OPEjlq SPACE AND ~: 
FIRE ST A TIO NS # 11,2,3 ,4. j 
AND 5." should appear . : 
on the envelope of each . !:· 
sealed bid . Said bid shall .. :· 
... 
be addressed to the City i 
of Corona, City Clerk, SIS ,i 
W. Siuh St., Corona, CA . ! 
91720. ~: 
The City of Corona . ~i 
reserves the right to .'~j 
reject any or all bids, ,. 
and / or waive any : t 
informality on a bid. No '~l: 
bidder may withdraw his ·.;.'!, 
bid for a period of thirty ' !' 
(30) days after the date ;i. 
set for the opening • ) · 
thereof. , L 
The City of corona, ~- 'µ.• 
hereby notifies all ''.,:.: 
bidders that it will :; 
~ffirma tively insure th-t 
1n any Contract entered 
into pursuant to this 
advertisement, minority 
business enterprise, will 
be afforcd full 





. . f' ~ • 
"· 
bids in response to this 
invitation and will not be 
discriminated against on . •· 
the grounds of race, .,. :· 
col or, gender, or nation al .,, 
origin in consideration of ·•;~ 
an award. •·t 
The successful bidder \:. ~ 
and all subcontractors ·~r 
shall be required to 




possession, avalid :Ll! 
business license form the -·, ~, 
City of Corona prior to , ; ; 
contract execution. .. ,:; i · 
The Contract Documents , •! 
and additonal · . ; 
information for bidders ' '!, , 
may be examined at the ~-·':.•!• 
following loc:ation1 . · :: ;: 
City of Corona .., ' !•· 
Parks and Recreation •1:: 
Department •·i:: 
815 West 6th St., Rm "•·~• 
# I 5 0 - ·.'I: 
Corona, CA 91720 • " 1 
The Contractor may, at - ,: 
his sole cost and expense, ,'11 : 
subatitute securities -~~: 
equivalent ato any ,.,.~, 
monies withheld by the 
City to ensure 
performance under the 
Contract. Such securities 
shall be deposited with 
the City or w i th a state or •· ¥: 
federally chartered bank >•":•,' 
as escrow agent who shall · .. :1.i,,I., 
pay such monies to the ••.., •;,t 
Contractor upon • •·~: 
satisfactory com pie ti on of · •, 
the contract. The ,•" C::: 
Contractor shall be the -: , ::. 
benficial owner of any · ;,1•1· 
securities 11ubstituted for · la.· 
monies withheld and · ' ... ~ j: 
shall rece ive any interest '•"'1' 
thereon. Securities "•\ 
eligible for substitution \'.•· 
shall include those listed ·i" :: 
in Public Contract Code -;~t~:• 
Section 22300. : : •!,; 
Under Section 70S9 of -:;•,,,';:: 
the Bus incu and ',11;:1· 
Profc11ion1 Code. the - .1.: 
bidder must have a .:_to: 
license clauification • 1r:-,1, 
which is sufficient 1·0 " :,;.:• 
perform a majority of the ; , •(~1 
project. The city hu ' ,n, 
determined that a class C:: · j•t•! 
ZJ license is necessary to , 1"~~. 
bid this project. If the : i:;:· 
bidder is a specialty " -~ , 
contractor, the bidder ii "'\ 
altered to the : l'. i• 
requiremenll of Bu1ine11 
and Profeuions Code 
Section 7059. 
BY ORDER OF TUB CITY 




of the City of Corona, 
California 
p/7/1 and 7/8/91 .;V '..J 
.;_,, ... ,: 
• li1~t!: 
. , . l• 
·· t, -•:!'1:1 
:. ·.Y~ i: 
, ___ __,. 
Classi ied 
The Black Voice News 
FLAT RATE-LONG 
DISTANCE SERVICE. Check 
our rat.es. We are the lowest, 
under 15¢ a minute anywhere in 
the 50 states, 24-Hrs. (714)359-
1101. 
FREEWAY DRIVING gening 
to you. Try Therapeutic 
Massage. Relieve headaches. 
We make house calls, or you can 
come to our clinic in Riverside. 
Call (714)359-3456. 
APPROVED CREDIT 
Appl'O\led credit to all personal 
loans, debt consolidators up to 
$50,000, no collateral or credit 
needed. Visa & Mastercard also 
available. Open late, call 
(800)527-7512. 
CREDIT REPAIR 100 percent 
legal. No gimmicks. Do it 
yourself and save SSSS. We can 
show you how with our credit 
kit. Call 24 hours at (714)359-
' 1101. 
,. , " 
, CUSTOMER SALES AND 
SERVICE in fastpaced cable TV 
office. Good telephone and 
general office skills required. 
• J enefits. Apply at 3332 N. E. 
,S,l. 9-4 M-F EOE 
, , 
'·SHIELD INDUSTRIES 
is presently bidding on 
several California state 
contracts for hazardous 
material removal. 
Certified minority or 
women owned 
businesses are 
encouraged to submit 
sub-bids. Call (714)355-
3883 for more info. 
LONG DISTANCE PHONE 
SERVICE Flat Ratel5¢ a 
minute, call anywhere in the 
United States. including Alaska 
and Hawaii and Pue rto Rico 24 
Hours a day, 7 days a week, Call 
24 hrs at (714)359-1101. 
JOBS IN ALASKA Hiring up to 
~600 weekly or more. 
, SL)mmer/Year round. Fishing, 
canneries, construction, logging. 
Call now I (206)736-7000 ext. 
2665B8. 
MORTAGE LOANS 1st and 
2nd Trust Deeds. Prompt, 
(riendly service. Low rates. We 
loan money for any reason 
(purchase, re-finance, bill 
consolidation or home 
improvement). For more 
infonnation call Gus Barnes at 
(714)657-81 88 or (714)940-
4049. 
ERASE BAD CREDIT Try our 
do it yourself kit. Save 50 
percent-call 24 hours at 
(714 )359-110 I. 
A DAILY SALARY of $300 for 
buying merchandise. No exp. 
nee. Call from 6 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
Monday through Saturday at 
(714)369-7785. 
CALL LONG DISTANCE after 
5 p.m and all day Saturday and 
Sunday anywhere in the United 
States including Alaska and 
Hawaii and pay as low as 9¢ a 
minute. No hook up charges. 
Call 24 hrs. at (714)359-1101. 
MASSAGE .. THERAPEUTIC 
& ethical-gentle, intuitive, 
Swedish/American, Shial2ll, foot 
reflexology. We make house 
calls, or you can come to our 
place in Riverside. Call 
(714)359-3456. 
KUWAIT, SAUDI WORKERS 
NEEDED $35.00 and up per 
hoor. Tax free both skilled and 
unskilled. For more information 
call (615)779-5505 ex K606. 
WANTED Certified Minoritv 
and Women owned Business to 
provide services and goods for 
maintaining lease vehicles. 
Operating in Riverside County. 
Reply to Eco110 Car (408)249-
1525. 
CREDIT REPORTS 
CLEARED Do it yourself kits, 
or we will help you. Call 
(714)359-1101. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS?? Been 
rejected, legally remove it now!! 
Guaranteed in writing. Call 24 
hours at (714)359-1101. 
HEADACHES-STRESS 
TENTION-Try Therapeutic 
Massage Call (714)359-3456. 
NO EXP. NECESSARY Earn 
$300 Cash daily buying 
merchandise. Call 6 a.m. to 11 
p.m. Monday through Sunday at 
(714)369-7785. 
FLAT RATE-LONG 
DISTANCE SERVICE. Check 
our rates. We are the lowest, 
under 15¢ a minute anywhere in 
the 50 states. Call 24-Hrs. at 
(714)359-1101. 
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE-
relax, reduce stress tension, 
relieve aches and pains we make 




for Christian Music Radio. Full 
time, $1280/mo + benefits, type 
50 wpm, heavy phone, word 
processing and accounting exp. 
preferred. Reply790-1848 M-F 
1-5 p.m. Only. EOE 
EARN $300 CASH daily buying 
merchandise. No exp. nee. Call 
6 a.m. • 11 p.m. Monday through 
Sunday at (714)369-7785. 
KMEN/KGGI Position open at 
market's leading Am/Fm Stations 
for people with sales experience 
draw plus commission. Excellent 
benefits. Resume to Sales Mgr., 
P.O. Box 1290, San Bernardino, 
CA 92402. EOE 
PART-TIME Advertising. 
Traffic & Biling person. 
Computer skills, typing, 10 key, 
bookkeeping. Approximately 22 
hrs. per wk. Starting at $7 per hr. 
Work in the exciting field of 
Television Advertising. 
Chambers Cable, 3332 N. "E" St. 
San Bernardino 
(714)881-1131 EOE 
BE ON T.V. many needed for 
commercials. Now hiring all 
ages. For casting information 
call (615)TI9-7111 ext. 1192. 
MASJID A'ISHA is seeking to 
employ Muslim instructor to 
fonnulate and head its Islamic 
Studies DepartmenL 
Qualifications: preferably over 
55 years, must posses 
background in Qur'anic and 
Islamic: History, be highly skilled 
in teaching the correct method 
for reading and writing Arabic. 
He must also have knowlege of 
marriage and burrial services and 
how to prepare wills according to 
Islamic Law. 
For additional information 
contact: (714)887-1605 and ask 
for Muhammad Cooper/Director. 
CREDIT PROBLEMS Can't get 
credit. Do it yoorself and save 
$$$. Write-Credit Kit, P.O. Box 
8098, Riverside, CA, 92515. 
WEDDINGS OON' T HAVE 
HOME CHURCH? Why Go To 
Las Vegas? Enjoy a highity 
church service for small or large 
groups at a low cost. Up to 300 




ERASE BAD CREDIT use our 
legal do it yourself kit and save 
up to 7S percent. Free 
Page B-4 
consultation, call 24 hours 
(714)359-1101. 
EXPERIENCED BOARD-
OPERATOR wanted for part• 
time weekend shifts. Send 
resumes to KLRD-FM, Christian 
Music Radio, Box 100, Yucaipa, 
AA. 92399. EOE 
NOTICE INVITING BIDS 







PROJECT NO. US21·990 
INTHE 
CITY OF CORONA, 
CALIFORNIA 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that SEALED PROPOSALS 
will be received at the office of 
the City Clerk, City Hall, 815 
West Sixth Street, Corona, 
California 91720, on behalf of 
the Owner, Clly or Corona, 815 
West Sixth Street, C orona, 
California 91720, up to the 
hour of 2 p .m., August 5, 1991, 
at which time they will publicly 
opened and read In the 
Conference Room for 
performing the work as 
follows: 
Foothill Ranch, Water 
Facilities Improvement Project, 
Phase 1B • Zone 5 Temporary 
Pump Station, In accordanee 
with the Plans, Specifications, 
and other contract Documents 
on file In the offices of the 
Owner. 
No bid will be received unless It 
Is made on the Bidder's 
Proposal Form furnished by 
the Owner. Each bid must be 
accompanied by cash or a 
certified cash ler's check, or 
Bidder's Bond on the bond 
form provided by the Owner, 
payable to the City or Corona, 
In an amount equal to 10 
percent or the amount of the 
bid, su ch guarantee to be 
forfeited should the bidder lo 
whom the Contract is awarded 
fall to enter Into the Contract 
and pro vide the required 
Performance and P ayment 
Bonds and Certlflcate( s) or 
Insurance within t en (10) 
calendar days after the date or 
receipt of notice or award or the 
Contract. 
A Payment Bond and a 
Performance Bond, each in an 
amount equal to 100 percent of 
the total contract amount, shall 
be required concurrently with 
execution or the contract and 
shall be In the rorm set forth I 
the Construction Contract 
Documents. 
Pursuant to Section 22300 of 
the Public Contract Code of the 
State of California, the contract 
will contain provisions 
permitting the successful 
bidder to substitute securities 
for any monies withheld by the 
owner to Insure performance 
under the contract. 
The Owner Is required to 
observe requirements for 
public bid and Incorporate 
such requirements Into the 
Construction Contact 
Documents. The following 
paragraphs shall then form a 
part of the Construction 
Contract, be It awarded. 
The City of Corona has 
obtained from the Director of 
the Department of Industrial 
Relations the general 
prevalllng rate of per diem 
wages and the general 
prevailing rate for holiday and 
overtime work In the locality 
where the work will be 
conducted. Said rates are on 
file with the City Clerk and will 
be made available to any 
Interested party on request. 
The Contractor to whom the 
Contract Is awarded must post 
copies of the prevailing wage 
rate at the job site, and must 
see that he and all 
subcontractors are paying said 
rates. 
All bids are to be compared on 
the basis of the Engineer's 
estimate of quantities or work 
to be done, subject to 
adjustment as provided within 
the Contract Documents. 
The work to be done Includes 
the fine grading and 
construction of the Zone 5 
Temporary Pump Station 
complete with Owner• 
furnished pump, motor, control 
panel, and valving, and 
construction and furnishing or 
site Improvements, structures, 
water, power, piping, and all 
appurtenances. 
T he work to be done Includes 
the acceptance of delivery, 
custody, Installation and testing 
of Owner-furnished materials 
and equipment. The 
Contractor shall be required to 
execute Assignment 
Agreements jointly with certain 
suppliers and the Owner as 
specified within the Special 
Provisions. 
petition for change of name 
should not be granted. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED 
that a copy of this order to 
show cause be published In The 
Black Voice a newspaper or 
general drculatlon published In 
Riverside County, California, 
once a week for four successive 
weeks prior to the date set for 
hearing OIi the petition. 
Dated: Ju1e 10, 1991 
RONALD DEISSLER 
Judge or the Superior Court 
/p/6/27,7/4/11/18/1991 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC LIEN 
SALE BUSINESS & 
PROFESSIONAL CODE SEC. 
21700-21707 
Notice Is hereby given by the 
undersigned that a public lien 
sale of the following described 
personal property will be held 
at the hour of 10 am, on the 
27th day of June, 1991. The 
sale will be conducted at 
Central Avenue, Self Storage 
3399 Central Avenue, 
Riverside, CA 92506, County 
of Riverside, State of 
California. The property Is 
stored by Central Avenue Self 
Storage, located at 3399 
Central Avenue Riverside, CA 
92506. The Items to be sold are 
generally described as follows: 
name of Acct, Raymond S . 
Randall Space No. Units A104, 
Al05, A106, Al07, Al0~. 
Description of Vehicles & 
Pans. 
This notice ls given In 
accordance with the provlslms 
of Section 21700 et. seq. of the 
Business Professional Code of 
the State ol California. 
Dated 6-10-91 




The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business as: 
CROSS CREEK RANCH 
BED & BREAKFAST 
16061 Gamble Avenue 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
CARMEN BLAKE 
16061 Gamble Avenue 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
DELORIS T. HOLLINGER 
16061 Gamble Ave!lue 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
This business is conducted by 
a General Partnership. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business under 
fictitious business name or 




The filling of this statement 
does not of itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of ano ther under 
federal , state, or common 
law(sec 14400 et. seq B&P 
code) Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Rlvreslde 
County.4110/91 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
In my office. WIiiiam C . 
Conerly, County Clerk File 
No. 913722 
Steven W. Phillips 
Lori L. Phillips 
3250 Rainforest Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92503 
FICTITIOUS BUSINESS 
NAME STATEMENT 
The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business by a 
General Partinershlp: 
CPR for Life 
3250 Rainforest Dr. Riverside, 
CA 92503 
This regeistrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 
June1991 
ls/Steven W. Phillips 
The filling of this statement 
does not of Itself authorize the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal , state, or common 
law(sec 14400 et. seq B&P 
code) Statement filed with the 
County Clerk of Rlvreslde 
County.6/21/91 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the original 
In my office . WIiiiam C . 




The following person(s) Is 
(are) doing business by an 
Individual 
Ricardo Fernandez 
7891 Virtue Vista Dr. 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Suburbah 
7891 Virtue Vista 
Riverside, CA 92509 
Dr. 
This regelstrant commenced to 
transact business under the 
fictitious business name or 
names listed above on 
Junel991 
/s.'Rlcardo Fernandez 
Thursday , July 4 1991 
the Stale of California, 
Sectionss 1770 to 1780, 
Inclusive and in event of any 
violation of the within 
mentioned sections, he shall 
forfeit and suffer the penalties 
therein provided. 
Each proposal must be 
accompanied by a certified or 
cashier's check or bid bond for 
ten percent (10 % ) of the 
maximum total bid, or an 
equivalent substitution in lieu 
ol a bond as authorized by the 
Civil Code Section 995.710. 
Said check shall be made 
payable to the ''City of 
Corona" and when delivered 
with a proposal shall constitute 
a guarantee that the bidder 
will, if an award Is made to him 
In accordance with the terms of 
said bidder's proposal, execute 
a Contract In the City's 
standard form, together with 
Labor Code Certification 
thereon; furnish Contract 
Performance and Payment 
Bonds with a corporate surety 
or sureties satisfactory to the 
City, or an equivalent 
substitution In lieu of bonds, 
each ror not less than fifty 
percent (50%) of the total bid 
prke; and furnish Certificates 
of Insurance evidencing that all 
Insurance coverage required by 
the Contract has been secured. 
OTHER BONDS: 
The successful bidder will be 
required to furnish a labor and 
materials payment bond In an 
amount equal to 50% of the 
contract price and a faithful 
performance bond In an 
amount equal to 50% of the 
contract price. said bonds to 
be secured by a surety 
company satisfactory to the 
City of Corona. 
All work shall be done under 
the direct supervision of the 
City of Corona, director of 
Parks and Recreation, or his 
delegated representative. 
The words SPECIFICATION 
NO. PR-9101 ' 'LANDSCAPE 
MAINTENANCE FOR 
Lil'iCOLN OVERPASS, SAGE 
OPEN SPACE AND FIRE 
STAT IONS #1,2,3,4, AND 5." 
should appear on the envelope 
of each sealed bid. Said bid 
shall be addressed to the City 
of Corona, City Clerk, 815 W. 
Sixth St., Corona, CA 91n0. 
There's Excitment in Every Turn! 
No bid will be accepted from a 
contractor who Is not licensed 
In accordance with provisions 
of Chapter 9, Division 3, of the 
Business and Professions Code 
of the State or Callfomla on the 
date and at the time of 
submittal of the Bidder's 
P r oposal. Contractor shall 
have a valld Class A License. 
Contract Documents, Including 
Plans and Special Provisions, 
but not including the Standard 
Plans or Standard 
Specifications, can be obtained 
from the Owner's agent, 
Lyon/Copley Corona 
A ssociates, L.P., 550 West 
Chase Drive, Corona, 
California 91720, (714)279-
2182, or the Engineer, John S. 
M urk E ngineers, Inc. at 7770 
E l Camino Real, Carlsbad, 
C alifornia 92009, (619)942-
2100, for a nonrefundable fee 
of $25 each, which Includes 
sales tax and mailing costs. A 
charge or $10.00 will be made 
for each set malled. 
The filing of this statement 
does not of Itself au thorlze the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation or 
the rights of another under 
federal, or common law (sec. 
14400 et. seq . b&p code) 
Statement file with the county 
clerk of Riverside County o,n 
6/10/91. 
The fllllng of this statement 
does not of Itself a..rthorlze the 
use In this state of a fictitious 
business name In violation of 
the rights of another under 
federal, state, or common 
law(sec 14400 et. seq B &P 
code) Statement flied with the 
County Clerk of Rlvreslde 
€ ounty.6/25/91 
The City of Corona reserves 
the right to reject any or all 
bids, and/or waive any 
Informality on a bid. No 
bidder may withdraw his bid 
for a period or thirty (30) days 
after the date set for the 
opening thereof. 
The City of Corona, hereby 
notifies all bidders that It will 
amrmatlvely Insure that In any 
Contract entered Into pursuant 
to this ad vertlsement, minority 
business enterprises will be 
afford full opportunity to 
submit bids In response to this 
~RCURY SABLE 
. :.~ .• :.,:·:.~-~\ 
~ . ' ' ~ ., 
~ . " ·. .\ . , 
NGESHOW 
LINCOLN• MERCURY• VOLKSWAGON 
1600 Camino Real 
SAN BERNARDINO 
<714>889-3514 
Se Habla (714) 824-0270 
Espanol . 
··--·, 
SAN BERNARDI NO 





The Owner reserves the right 
to r ej ect any and all bids, to 
wai ve any Irregularity or 
Informa lity in any bid to the 
extend permitted by law, or to 
award the Contract In any bid 
lo the extent permitted by la w, 
or to a war d the Contract to 
other than the lowest bidder. 
Bidde r may not withdraw his 
bid for sixty (60) days after the 
bid opening. 
A pre-bid meeting will be held 
at the offices of the Owner's 
agent , Ly on/Copley Corona 
Asso ciates, L .P., 550 West 
Chase Drive, Corona, 
California 91720, at 9:00 a.m., 
July 22, 1991. 
For tec hnical Information 
relating to the details of the 
proposed projects and/or 
bidding r equirements, please 
contact Mr. Jav Olsen, John S. 
Murk Engineers, Inc. 
Diedre' Llngefelter 
City C le rk or the City or 
Corona, California 
June 19, 1991 
/p/6/27/,7/4/11/18/91 
Name, Address & Telephone 
Number of 
Attorn ey or Petitioner 
Appearing In Person 
Marla G uadalupe Dyer 
625 S. Mistletoe 
' same 
San Jacinto, CA. 92383 
S UP ERIOR COURT O F 
CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF 
RIVERSIDE 
CASE NO. 212192 
In re the Change of Name of 
Edward Mlrola 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
RE CHANGE OF NAME 
Petitioner, Marla Guadalupe 
Dyer, has filed a petition with 
the C lerk of this court for an 
order c hanging applicant's 
name from Edward Mlrola to 
Edward Dyer. 
IT IS ORDERED that all 
persons Interested In the above-
entitled matter appear before 
this cour t on 7/29.92 at 8 :30 
a.m. In Department Law and 
Motion, located at Rlnrslde 
Superior C ourt, 4220 Main 
Street In Riverside, CA, 92501 
All prices plus tax. license. doc & smog fees. All prices 
include all factory incentives & rebates. 
and show cause, If any, why the __________ 111!!111 _ _. 
I hereby certify that this copy 
Is a correct copy of the orlglnlal 
statement on file In m y office. 
William E . Conerly; County 
Clerk 




The following person(s) Is 




16061 Gamble Avenue 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
CARMEN BLAKE 
16061 Gamble Avenue 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
DELORIS T. HOLLINGER 
16061 Gamble Avenue 
Woodcrest, CA 92504 
This business Is conducted by 
a General Partnership. 
This registrant commenced to 
transact business und:er 
fictitious business nam e or 
names listed above on 6/10/91. 
ls/Carmen Blake. 
The filing of this stateme.-it 
does not of Itself authorize tlile 
use In this state of a fictltlo,us 
business name In violation of 
the rights or another und e r 
federal, or common law (se,c. 
14400 et. seq. b&p code) 
Statement, file with the coun.ty 
clerk of Riverside County ton 
6/10/91. 
I hereby certify that this co.py 
Is a correct copy of the orlghul 
statement on file In my office .. 
WIiiiam E. Conerly, Coun1ty 
Clerk 
File No. 914333 
/p/6/20/27/, 7/4/11/91 
J.C. Woma<Ck 
Gwen C. W,omack 
2243 12th ~t. 
Riverside, . CA 92507 
FIC TITi tOUS BUSINES S 
NAME S'IfATEMENT 
The follrowlng person(s) Is 
(are) doilng business by a 
General P!artlnershlp: 
Cormak E'1lterprlses 
2200 Busliness Way, Suite 203 
Riverside, CA 92501 
I hereby certify that this copy 
ls a correct cop·y of the originai 
In my office. WIiliam C. 
Conerly, County Clerk File 
No. 914758 
NOTICE OF INVITING 
PROPOSALS 




NO. PR-9101 "LANDSCAPE 
M AINTENANCE FOR 
LINCOLN OVERPASS, SAGE 
OPEN SPACE AND FIRE 
STATIONS #1,2,3,4 and 5." 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN 
that the City of Corona will 
receive and open proposals for 
furnishing all of labor, 
material, equipment and 
services necessary for the 
following work In the City of 
Corona, County of Riverside, 
California, on the 30th of July, 
1991 at 2:00 PM on said day, In 
the office of the City Clerk, 
City of Corona, California. 
SCOPE OF CONTRACT: 
The ln te ,t of these documents 
Is to secure a contractor to 
provide all labor, materials, 
equipment, tools and services 
necessary for complete 
landscape maintenance. 
The contractor shall ensure all 
workmen needed to execute 
this Agreement shall be paid 
not less than the general 
prevailing rate for stnlght 
time, overtime and holidays as 
determined by the State of 
California, Department of 
Industrial Relations. The most 
recent determina tion adopted 
prior to the execution of this 
Contract by the City of 
Corona, forfeit twenty-five 
dollars ($25.00) for each 
calendar day per workman 
pald less than said prevailing 
wage. 
In addition, the succes5ful 
bidder will be required to 
comply with each and every 
applicable provisions of the 
California Labor Code, 
Including posting a c:opy of the 
prevailing wage determination 
at the job site. 
This reg •llstrant commenced to 
transact lbuslness under the 
fictitious , business name or 
nam es llstted above on April 
The Contractor agrees that he 
must comply strictly with the 
provision of the llabor Code of 
invitation and wiii not be 
discriminated against on the 
grounds or race, color, gender, 
or national origin In 
consideration or an award. 
The succe5!>"ful bidder and all 
subcontractors shall be 
required to obtain, or have In 
his possession, a valid business 
license form the City of Corona 
prior to contract execution. 
The Contract Documents and 
additional Information for 
bidders may be examined at 
the following locations. 
City or Corona 
Parks and Recreation 
Department 
815 West 6th St., Rm #150 
Corona, CA 91720 
The Contractor may, at his sole 
cost and expense, substitute 
securities equivalent to any 
monies withheld by the City to 
ensure performance under the 
Contract. Such securities shall 
be deposited with the City or 
with a state or federally 
chartered bank as escrow agent 
who shall pay such monies to 
the Contractor upon 
satisfactory completion of the 
contract. The Contractor shall 
be the beneficial owner of a ny 
securities substituted for 
monies withheld and shall 
receive any Interest thereon. 
Securities eligible for 
substitution shall Include those 
listed In Public Contract Code 
Section 22300. 
Under Section 7059 of the 
Business and Professions Code. 
the bidder must have a license 
classification which Is sufficient 
to perform a ~aj~ lty of the 
project. The city has 
determined that a class C-27 
license Is necessary lo bid this 
project. If the bidder Is a 
specialty contractor, the bidder 
Is altered to the requirements 
of Business and Professions 
Code Section 7059. 
BY ORDER OF THE CITY 
OF CORONA, CALIFORNIA 
ls/DIEDRE' LINGENFELTER, 
City Clerk 
of the City of Corona, 
California 
p/7/4 and 7/11 
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